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Abstract
To get a better insight into the processes controlling the size and lithological distributions of
channel bed material in mountainous environments this study is conducted based on a field
survey in the Colorado Front Range. The objective is to relate observed size and lithological
distributions of the channel bed material to local channel properties and to the position in
the landscape. 61 locations have been surveyed along five creeks using the Wolman pebble
count. The study shows that the lithological distribution of the bed material in mountainous
areas is influenced by lateral inputs of hill slope processes. In absence of lateral inputs the
bed material is more a representation of the lithological distribution of the whole
watershed. Fining occurs on all investigated scale levels, but not always. This is most likely
related to differences in discharge characteristics per creek. No reliable conclusions can be
drawn for fining of specific lithologies due to a limited amount of data and varying channel
properties. Size sorting of the channel bed material gets disrupted by lateral inputs. Sorting
mainly occurs in channel sections without significant lateral inputs. The main conclusion of
the study is that in absence of lateral inputs the behaviour of the channel bed material is
controlled by basic hydrological relations. Lateral inputs and specific discharge
characteristics strongly influence the composition of the channel bed material.
Keywords: Front Range, fluvial geomorphology, channel properties, channel bed material,
pebble sizes, lithology, fining, sorting
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Introduction

Incision in the bedrock of channels sets the boundary condition for the evolution of the rest
of the landscape in mountainous areas (Whipple, 2004). In order to model the response of
mountainous landscapes to for example changes in climate or tectonic uplift, understanding
of the erosional processes of these bedrock channels is necessary (Wobus et al., 2006b, Cole,
2009). Channel properties, such as slope, width and channel bed characteristics, partly
determine the incision rate. Many processes and factors determine the channel properties in
a particular landscape. The erosion rates of the channel are partly controlled by channel bed
cover and therefore also to the transport rates of the river that transports the eroded
materials downstream (Gasparini et al., 2004). There is a strong relation between surface
texture and sediment transport rates (Gasparini et al., 2004). The processes and factors
involved in this transport and the manner in which they influence the channel will be
discussed in the background section of this report.
One of the factors that is not yet well understood in the bedrock channel erosion
process is the role of the size distributions and lithologies of the channel bed material. This is
important since it provides information about how the transport and redistribution of
eroded materials takes place. This will help in understanding how landscapes evolve.
Theories have been developed and models have been designed that quantify the role of
rocks in the channel bed (eg. Gasparini et al., 2004, Sklar and Dietrich, 2004), but empirical
data to confirm or refute these theories and models is however limited (Whipple, 2004).
Several empirical studies have been conducted on the size distributions of rocks in channel
beds, with different findings and conclusions related to different channel properties and
environmental conditions (eg. Gomez et al., 2001, Brocard and Van der Beek, 2006, Rengers
and Wohl, 2007, Mureşan, 2009, Pike et al., 2010). For example Gomez et al. (2001) found
that tributary and lateral inputs alter the size distribution of the channel bed material, Pike
et al. (2010) also found alterations in size distributions, but attributed this to complicated
hydrological- and transport processes. So they found similar behaviour, but attributed this
behaviour to different causes.
Therefore more empirical data is needed to increase the knowledge and
understandings of how channels and their beds behave under particular geographical and
environmental conditions.
The goal of this study is to contribute to the understanding of transport processes in
mountain streams and to provide insight in the processes of the redistribution of eroded
materials in relation to their position in the watershed. Therefore the main objective of this
study is to relate rock sizes and lithologies in the channel bed to their position in the
watershed and to fluvial processes. This is done based on a field survey of five creeks in the
Front Range of the Rocky Mountains in Colorado in the United States.
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Background

Channels
Roughly two different kinds of channels can be discriminated: alluvial channels and bedrock
channels.
Alluvial channels are transport limited channels, meaning that the upstream
sediment flux has been (or still is) greater than the transport capacity. Because there is not
enough water to transport the sediment, aggradation takes place, which results in the
formation of a sediment layer on the channel bed. The profile evolution of alluvial channels
over time can be generally described by a diffusion model, schematically depicted in Figure
1, causing in general an overall smoothening of the longitudinal river profile. A redistribution
of the sediment takes place.
Bedrock channels on the other hand are detachment limited channels, which means
that the transport capacity of the channel is greater than the upstream sediment flux.
Therefore the beds of these channels typically consist of bare rock and/or larger boulders
(armouring), since all fine sediment is being transported away. Their profile evolution can be
generally described by an advection model, as is schematically depicted in Figure 2. Eroded
materials are transported out of the system (Pelletier, 2008). It is evident that bedrock
channels are more common in mountainous landscapes, where slopes are steep and stream
power is large, whereas alluvial channels are more common in lowlands, where landscapes
are flatter and stream power is smaller.

Figure 1-Schematic diagram of the evolution of alluvial channels through time,
illustrating the diffusive behaviour of alluvial channels (after Pelletier, 2008)

Figure 2-Schematic diagram of the evolution of bedrock channels through time,
illustrating the advective behaviour of bedrock channels (afterPelletier, 2008)

Bedrock erosion processes
Bedrock channel erosion takes place through four distinct processes: plucking, abrasion,
cavitation and dissolution.

2

Figure 3-Schematic depictions of: a) Plucking b) Abrasion. Plucking occurs through lift
forces of the water. Abrasion occurs due to the impact of saltating bedload.

Plucking (Figure 3a) occurs when the speed of the water above a jointed rock causes enough
lift force to lift the rock from the bed. This happens in weak or highly fractured rock.
Abrasion (Figure 3b) is the process of saltating bedload impacting the bed. Due to the impact
new pieces of rock are broken loose from the bed. Cavitation is a rarely occurring process
where water starts to boil due to very high pressure and shear stresses. Imploding bubbles in
the water pulverize the rock. This process occurs mainly during rare and extreme flood
events (Hancock et al., 1998, Whipple et al., 2000, Pelletier, 2008). In some cases dissolution
(chemical weathering) of the bedrock plays a significant role, for example in karst landscapes
(e.g. Covington et al., 2012).
Abrasion and Plucking are the most common erosion processes. Which process is
dominant is strongly related to the local lithology (Brocard and Van der Beek, 2006). For
massive bedrocks, for example granite, the dominant erosive process is generally abrasion.
For sedimentary rocks the dominant processes are generally both abrasion and plucking
(Pelletier, 2008).
Abrasion processes are strongly dependent on the sediment load whereas plucking
processes are more dependent on stream power. Therefore plucking can best be described
by a stream power model and abrasion can better be described by a sediment flux driven
model (Whipple et al., 2000, Pelletier, 2008).
The dominant process of erosion in the channel bed and of the hill slopes is of
interest in this study because it influences the size and lithological distribution of the rocks in
the channel bed (Brocard and Van der Beek, 2006, Rengers and Wohl, 2007). For example
local slope inputs can add larger rocks to the channel bed, possibly inducing abrasion
processes and disrupting a smooth downstream fining sequence (Pike et al., 2010).
Threshold process
Bedrock erosion and transport of channel bed materials are threshold processes. The
process only occurs when shear stresses are high enough to set the bedload in motion or to
enable plucking (or cavitation). A certain boundary shear stress (τb) is needed that exceeds
the threshold (critical) shear stress (τc): (τb- τc)>0 for movement of bedload to take place
(Snyder et al., 2003). When bed material is not in motion, it protects the channel floor
against erosion since it prevents smaller particles from abrading the bedrock and it protects
the bedrock against plucking.
3

The critical shear stress, needed to set a rock in motion, depends on the size of the
rock and its density (lithology), as well as on the shape and position (imbrication) of that
particular rock (Siddiqui and Robert, 2010).
When considering sediment with small sizes usually τb>> τc, since only small forces
are needed to move the bedload. The critical shear stress in that case is thus negligible
(Snyder et al., 2003). However, with the increase of grain sizes the critical shear stress starts
to play a more important role and large rocks are only moved during exposure to significant
shear stresses associated with high floods (Snyder et al., 2003, Sklar and Dietrich, 2004).
There is an interesting interplay between sediment and incision through abrasion
because sediment can both be a tool for abrasion as well as a tool for protection of the
channel bed (Sklar and Dietrich, 2004). With small amounts of sediment the channel is
detachment limited and incision can take place due to abrasion and in some cases plucking.
However, when the sediment supply is increased and the channel is unable to generate
enough shear stress to transport all the supplied sediment, at some point the channel
changes into a transport limited system. This causes the aggradation of sediment on top of
the bedrock. The bedrock is now protected against erosion by the layer of sediment.
Gasparini et al. (2004) show that the presence of finer particles still allows larger particles to
be entrained, but that larger particles hinder finer particles to be entrained. This is the
mechanism behind armouring of the channel bed: after some time all the finer material at
the surface is transported away and only the larger material stays behind. This larger sized
material can only be moved under higher shear stresses. The layer of coarser grained
material thus forms an armouring layer on top of a layer with more finer material in the
subsurface of the channel bed, which cannot be transported due to the armouring layer. So
there are two processes through which the bedrock of a channel can be protected from
erosion by the forming of a protective layer: aggradation and armouring, where aggradation
is associated with transport limited conditions and armouring with detachment limited
conditions.
These effects show that the tail of the flood distribution (extreme events) and the
size distribution of sediment clearly have a large influence on the scale and occurrence of
bedrock erosion events. The flood distribution provides the power to erode, the size
distribution determines how much power is needed to set the bedload in motion and start
the erosion process (Sklar and Dietrich, 2004, Wobus et al., 2006b, Siddiqui and Robert,
2010, DiBiase and Whipple, 2011). The characteristics of the flood distribution for a certain
channel are strongly related to climatic factors as well as to orographic effects and specific
characteristics of the watershed, like size, topography, geology, vegetation and soil
properties. Recent floods in the Front Range have illustrated exactly how violent floods can
be and what kind of impact they can have on the valleys they flow through and areas they
discharge in (e.g. http://www.dailycamera.com/news/boulder-flood/ci_24148258/bouldercounty-colorado-flood-2013-survival-100-rain-100-year-flood
and
http://criticalzone.org/boulder/news/story/boulder-creek-czo-responds-to-record-breakingboulder-county-flooding/).
Downstream fining and sorting
Downstream fining is the result of the transport of sediment down a river. Larger boulders
will in general be found upstream and the size will decrease going downstream, due to
abrasion and selective transport. This was already described in the 19 th century by Sternberg
(1875). Boulders abrade and get smaller, thus lose weight during the transport (Gomez et al.,
4

2001). Selective transport is caused by bed shear stresses. Only particles up to a certain size
can be moved at a certain shear stress. When the shear stress exceeds the critical shear
stress of a rock, it will be transported further downstream. Since stream power generally
decreases going downstream because landscapes tend to get less steep going downstream
(Gasparini et al., 2004), this leads to smaller particles being transported further downstream
and therefore to a fining downstream sequence.
In addition to fining, selective transport also leads to better sorting in sizes of the bed
material. Sorting occurs in the channel bed material because shear stresses decrease going
downstream causing only a selection of the bed material being moved (selective transport).
The part of the material that will be moved is the part of the bed material for which 𝜏b>𝜏c .
This leaves the part of the material behind for which 𝜏b<𝜏c, resulting in sorted bed material.
Downstream sorting must not be confused with downstream fining. Downstream
fining indicates the decrease in overall size of the channel bed material, whereas sorting
does not say anything about the size of the bed material but merely indicates the spread of
the size distribution.
A modelling study by Gasparini et al. (2004) shows that downstream fining can occur
under various equilibrium conditions with different sizes of the channel bed material and
channel slopes and that downstream fining is thus not constrained to one particular
situation. Also various other studies indicate abrasion and selective transport as cause for
the observed downstream fining sequence. For example Gomez et al. (2001) shows that
abrasion cannot be the sole cause for the downstream fining they observed in a gravel bed
river, since the rate of fining they find over a certain distance is too strong to be only
accounted for by abrasion alone. They argue the other process at work here is selective
transport. On the other hand, also downstream coarsening has been recorded and is usually
attributed to lateral inputs (Rice and Church, 1998, Rengers and Wohl, 2007).
Based on the results of a study by Hassan (2005) on the characteristics of gravel bars
in ephemeral streams, Heitmuller and Hudson (2009) suggest that rivers with very variable
flow characteristics might not show clear trends in the grain size distribution. If this is true,
this might apply to mountainous streams with strong differences in discharge throughout
the year. For example in Boulder Creek the mean daily discharge can vary throughout the
year by as low as 1m3/s in winter to 9.5 m3/s in late spring/beginning of summer (from
gauging station USGS 06730200 Boulder Creek at North 75th st. near Boulder, Co), but during
extreme flood events the discharge can grow even up to an estimated 340 m 3/s (which is a
100 year discharge event) (USGS, 2013, Boulder, 2013).
Lateral inputs
Lateral inputs can strongly disrupt downstream fining sequences, sorting processes and
channel geometry (Brocard and Van der Beek, 2006, Heitmuller and Hudson, 2009, Pike et
al., 2010). The causes of lateral inputs may be slope processes or tributaries draining to the
main stem of a river, introducing pulses of extra sediment to the main stem. This way they
can change channel geometry, for instance if large boulders are added to the channel, this
could lead to steepening of the channel bed (Brocard and Van der Beek, 2006). Lateral inputs
could even influence the channel bed composition to the extent that downstream
coarsening can occur (Mureşan, 2009).
Distinct lateral inputs can be used to determine sedimentary links. Sedimentary links
are areas in between the inputs of e.g. two tributaries. The assumption made is that only
small amounts of lateral input is expected between these two points of input and therefore
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this sedimentary link will show some clear patterns (eg. downstream fining and sorting) (Rice
and Church, 1998). In practise this does not always apply. For example a study by Rengers
and Wohl (2007) on gravel bars in a mountainous river in Panama did not show clear trends
within sedimentary links. They did however show a downstream fining trend over the whole
channel reach. So they showed a regional downstream fining, which was not observed on a
local scale. This suggests lateral inputs only have a local effect on the size distribution. They
also did not find any trend in grain sizes above and below tributary junctions. This is contrary
to what they expected since they expected the tributary to introduce more coarse material
to the channel bed.
The earlier mentioned modelling study by Gasparini et al. (2004) did not incorporate
lateral inputs and might therefore not be a realistic model for mountainous areas.
Considering the possibility of strong lateral inputs because of the tributary junctions and
steep canyon walls an interesting topic of research is whether downstream fining takes place
in the Front Range. This will provide more information on the various conditions under
which downstream fining takes place.
Geometry and the influence on grain size distributions
The two general characteristics of fluvial channels are that they form concave-upward
longitudinal profiles under stable conditions and that they have in general a downstream
fining of sedimentary material (Gasparini et al., 2004). Uplift and erosion rates are closely
linked. This is especially the case in equilibrium, which means the rate of uplift and erosion
are equal. If not in equilibrium, a channel changes its geometry, resulting in a geometry
closer to the equilibrium geometry (Yanites and Tucker, 2010). It is nevertheless a challenge
to extract tectonic information directly from channel profiles. One difficulty in extracting this
information is that incision is not a linear process. Thresholds for sediment transport and
different dominant processes of erosion are causes for this non-linearity. The bed material
thus plays a crucial role in the incision process. A break in the gradient of a channel can
easily be mistaken for a change in uplift. This is not necessarily the truth since it could also
be caused by a change in the lithology of the bedrock or of a transient feature like a
propagating knickpoint (Wobus et al., 2006a, Cook et al., 2012). It is therefore important to
have sufficient knowledge about the geological setting of the channel under investigation
(Wobus et al., 2006a).
In general the width and discharge of a channel are positively related: higher
discharges are accompanied by wider channels. Channel width and channel slope on the
other hand are negatively related: steeper slopes are accompanied by narrower channels.
Therefore slope and discharge are negatively related as well. This results in the concaveupward longitudinal profile of rivers: the further downstream you go in a channel, the larger
the watershed and thus the discharge. So downstream the channel should get wider and less
steep (Wobus et al., 2006b).
The increase in discharge downstream and thus a possible increase in stream power,
is in general counteracted by the decrease in slope (Rengers and Wohl, 2007). Gasparini et
al. (2004) shows that with an increase in shear stress the channel gets a more concave
longitudinal profile. An increase in shear stress can be caused by a larger effective grain size
in the river bed. So concavity increases in direct relation to grain size. A modelling study with
a saltation-abrasion model by Sklar and Dietrich (2008) shows the same relation. This
relation is also indicated by Gasparini et al. (2004), who observed a relation between slope
and D50/watershed size, which translate in a link between concavity and grain sizes.
6

Rengers and Wohl (2007) hypothesised that channel width has a strong control on
the grain size in the channel bed. They argue that in their study area narrower channel
sections produce larger shear stresses, leaving only the larger boulders in the bed. They also
argue that narrower channel sections are situated in steeper valleys, possibly enhancing
lateral inputs by hill slope processes. They did not measure channel width, but qualitatively
grouped the sampling locations as narrow or wide, based on field observations. They used a
t-test to test their hypothesis that narrow channel sections are accompanied by larger
boulder sizes in the channel bed and wider channel sections by smaller boulder sizes, which
they confirmed.
Heitmuller and Hudson (2009) conclude from several sources that turbulence
enhances selective entrainment. Only weak trends in grain size distributions can be expected
in these kind of channels because changes in channel geometry cause irregular hydraulic
patterns and in that way likely changes in turbulence. This might apply to mountainous
streams with constantly changing channel geometries due to all kinds of factors like bedrock
lithology and different erosion processes. Also strong variability in discharge rates can cause
an absence of patterns in size distributions.
Lithological relations
Local lithology determines the dominant channel bed erosion process for a large part. The
erosional process in its turn partly influences the size and lithology of the boulders in the
channel bed (Brocard and Van der Beek, 2006). Local lithology also influences the valley
shape, due to its typical resistance to erosion, and with that the hydraulic properties of the
channel (Heitmuller and Hudson, 2009). Lithology thus plays a crucial role in determining the
channel bed composition.
Rengers and Wohl (2007) say that several sources suggest that there are strong
relations between lithology and grain sizes. They argue that weak lithologies are more
sensitive to abrasion and therefore show different patterns in grain size distributions and
rounding than more resistant lithologies. For example a study by McPherson (1971) on
sediment characteristics in a mountain stream in the Canadian Rockies, found a strong
correlation between lithology and grain size, which was stronger than any other factor that
could explain the observed grain size patterns.
The study by Rengers and Wohl (2007) made observations of two different types of
lithologies (mafic and felsic materials) and observed slightly different behaviour between the
two types of rocks. They observed a slightly stronger rate of decrease in D50 for mafic than
for felsic lithologies going downstream. They did however not consider this slight difference
to be significant enough to conclude the fining rates differed between the two lithological
types. On the other hand they did find a stronger rate of rounding for felsic than for mafic
particles. They attributed these differences to different resistances of the two rock types.
Research by Mureşan (2009) confirms this conclusion at lower resolution: he found a
relation between grain size (D50) and the relative surface of a particular lithology in the
watershed. He observed that larger areas of resistant lithology in the watershed resulted in
larger grain sizes in the channel bed.
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Hypotheses

Three research questions are addressed in this study by testing several hypotheses. By
testing these hypotheses and answering the research questions an attempt is made to better
understand the transport processes at work in mountainous areas in general and in the
Front Range in particular.
The first research question and its hypotheses concerns the lithological composition of the
rocks in the channel bed at each location in relation to the lithological composition of the
watershed at that location. With the insight in how the lithological composition of the
channel bed compares to the lithology of the watershed, information is given on the possible
source locations of the boulders as well as an indication of the presence or absence of strong
local (lateral) inputs.
-

What is the relation between watershed lithology and the lithological composition
of the channel bed material?

Hypothesis 1.1 - The lithological composition of the channel bed material is equal to the
lithological composition of the total upstream watershed.
Hypothesis 1.2 - The lithological composition of the channel bed material is equal to the
lithological composition of the local hill slopes.
As made clear in the background section, fining downwards is a phenomenon that is
expected based on theoretical consideration, and often observed at several spatial scales.
However, also downstream coarsening is observed, usually associated with lateral inputs.
The second research question and hypothesis thus investigate whether the creeks under
investigation show fining or coarsening patterns (or any pattern at all) and on which scales.
This will provide information on the balance between abrasion and supply processes. Also
individual lithologies will be investigated since this will give information on whether different
lithologies have a different influence on the fining rate. The hypothesis is tested at several
scales: the large scale is the comparison between mountain points and plains points, while
the small scale focuses on sedimentary links and tributary junctions.
-

Is there downstream fining for all channel material and/or individual lithologies
and on which scales?

Hypothesis 2 – Downstream fining occurs.
The third research question and hypothesis concerns the sorting of the sediments. Sorting is
a proxy for the occurrence of selective transport. Just like the second research question, this
can be investigated on different scales.
-

Is there downstream sorting and on which scales?

Hypothesis 3 – Downstream sorting sequences occur.
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Study Area

The Front Range is part of the Rocky Mountains. It lies on the eastern edge of the Rocky
Mountains, in the state of Colorado in the United States (Figure 4). To the east it is bordered
by the Great Plains. The border between the mountains and the plains is abrupt.

Figure 4-Location of the Colorado Front Range (top right) and the location of the
channels that were surveyed (bottom map): South Boulder Creek (blue), Boulder Creek
(green), North Boulder Creek (yellow), Fourmile Creek (red) and Left Hand Creek (black)
(source: ArcMap basemap and Google Earth)

The Rocky Mountains have a well-documented history of several mountain building events
(Abbott, 2012). The modern Rocky Mountains were formed by the Laramide Orogeny. This
orogeny started in the late Cretaceous, some 70 million years ago, and ended about 40
million years ago (English and Johnston, 2004, Stanley, 2009)

9

The Front Range was uplifted during that period as well. By erosion it got buried
again in its own debris. About 10 million years ago the Front Range area reactivated and
started getting uncovered again. Experts have not yet come to a consensus on the reason for
this reactivation. There are currently two main theories. One theory argues that renewed
uplift was the cause, the other theory argues that a change in climatic conditions was the
cause for the reactivation of the area. No matter what the initial cause was, due to erosion
by streams and glacial processes the weaker sediment got eroded away and the harder
granitic rock emerged again (Abbott, 2012). In the Front Range there are currently 10
mountain peaks reaching over 4.000m at the continental divide, of which Grays peak is the
highest, with an elevation of 4352m above sea level (Wikipedia, 2013a).
Figure 5 shows the geological map of the study area. The western edge of the watersheds,
near the continental divide, consists mainly of a combination of granitic and metamorphic
geologies of early and middle Proterozoic age. Also some volcanic outcrops are shown on
the geological map, which are remnants of the Ignimbrite Flare-Up, a period of high volcanic
activity in the western part of the United States about 40-25 million years ago (Abbott,
2012). Going east from there, roughly half way between the continental divide and the
plains the canyons of the Front Range start to appear. At this point granite becomes more
and more the dominant geology, although the most upstream sampling locations of Left
Hand Creek and Fourmile Creek are still situated in metamorphic geologies (and some
volcanic outcrops). The abrupt border between the mountains and the plains is
characterized by spectacular sedimentary outcrops, sticking almost vertically out of the
plains. These sedimentary layers mainly consist of the Fountain Formation (300-280 ma),
Lyons Sandstone (280-250 ma), Dakota Sandstone (100 ma) and Pierre Shale (100-70
ma)(Kellogg, 2008, Cole, 2009). Some of the outcrops, just south of Boulder, are better
known as the Flatirons. The plains near the mountain front mainly consist of sedimentary
debris from the mountains and some sedimentary units with shale bedrock.
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Figure 5-Geology of the watersheds of the creeks and the sampling locations (Kellogg, 2008, Cole,
2009). General drainage direction is from west to east.
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Methods

5.1 Study Site Description
Channel properties have been observed on 61 locations along five creeks (Figure 4, Figure 5).
The selected creeks were:
-

Left Hand Creek (LH)
Fourmile Creek (FM)
North Boulder Creek (NBC)
Middle Boulder Creek (BCM and BCP)
South Boulder Creek (SBC).

In total 61 locations have been sampled, 18 in LH, 11 in FM, 4 in NBC, 11 in BCM, 10 in BCP
and 7 in SBC.
All creeks roughly drain from the continental divide in the west into the plains in the
east. As is visible in Figure 4 and Figure 5, Fourmile Creek and North Boulder Creek are
situated entirely in the mountains. They are tributaries to Boulder Creek. Boulder Creek itself
flows into the plains (section Boulder Creek Plains, BCP), which is also the case for South
Boulder Creek (section SBC-P) and Left Hand Creek (section LH-P). The sections of the creeks
located in the mountains have typically eroded steep canyons. For example Boulder Creek
drops 785m over a distance of 25km from Barker Reservoir at 2425m altitude, near the town
of Nederland, down to 1640m altitude, where it enters the plains and the city of Boulder.
Locally the canyons can be as narrow as 50m and as deep as 300m (Schildgen et al., 2002).

5.2 Field survey
The sampling locations were spaced with fairly regular distance intervals of about 2km, to
capture the whole reach of a channel through the Front Range and parts of the Plains. Near
and at the boundary between the Front Range and the Plains the locations were spaced at
shorter intervals of 500m-1000m to accurately capture the transition of the channels from a
mountainous environment to the relatively flat, open environment of the Plains.
The following properties were measured at each location:
-

Channel and bankfull width
Channel cross-sectional profile
Channel slope
Whether the channel was transport or detachment limited
Fraction exposed bedrock
Size and lithology of 100 randomly selected stones in the channel bed.

At several locations, where armouring of the channel bed was expected, a second count of
100 stones of the subsurface was conducted by removing several large boulders and sample
the pebbles underneath. No lithology was noted at these second counts.
Channel width and bankfull width were measured with a measuring tape with an
accuracy of 0.25m. Bankfull water levels were estimated based on channel geometry and
other indicators like height of plant growth and organic debris. The channel cross-sectional
profile was measured by measuring the height of the measuring tape at bankfull width
above the channel bed at 0.5m intervals and with height accuracy of 0.05m. From this crosssectional profile the cross-sectional area has been calculated. Not at all locations a cross12

sectional profile has been measured. At these locations it was impossible to cross the whole
channel due to strong currents. For these locations the cross-sectional profiles are
approximations, based on interpolation. If that was not possible, they are left out. Slope was
measured with a laser. This laser was shot at a reflector pole which had its base at water
level. The person shooting the laser had his/her feet at water level. The eye height of the
person shooting the laser was noted together with several properties produced by the laser
(horizontal distance, vertical distance, slope distance and slope), to calculate the actual
channel slope. The distance over which the slope was measured varied between
approximately 8m to 33m, dependent on local conditions. Whether the channel was
transport or detachment limited was based on visual assessment. The fraction exposed
bedrock was estimated based on visual assessment as well.
The 100 stones at each location were selected randomly using the Wolman pebble
count (Wolman, 1954). In this approach, several transects are made across the channel. At
each step along the transect a finger was stuck into the channel bed, without looking, and
the first touched stone was described. The size of the stone was measured with a
gravelometer. This is an iron device with several sized holes in it. The smallest hole a stone
could fit through was noted as the pebble size. The size range groups are shown in Table 1.
Table 1- Size ranges and size classes used in this study.

Size Range (mm)
<8
8-11
11-16
16-22,6
22,6-32
32-45
45-64
64-90
90-128
128-180
180-300
>300

Size Class
Fine Gravel and smaller
Medium Gravel
Medium Gravel
Coarse Gravel
Coarse Gravel
Very Coarse Gravel
Very Coarse Gravel
Small Cobble
Medium Cobble
Large Cobble
Very Large Cobble
Small Boulder and larger

The largest diameter of the size group of a pebble was noted to indicate the size of the
pebble. The lithology of each pebble was determined by visual inspection. Of the size group
<8mm no lithology was determined since these were too small to be able to accurately
determine the lithology. The lithological classes distinguished in this study are: granite (g),
metamorphic (m), sedimentary (s), volcanic (v) or quartzite (Q).
The rock counts and slope measurements were conducted by several people. Either
Abigail Langston and/or me were present at each count to make sure the measurements
were done correctly. Other people who helped us with the counts include Arnaud, Vincent
and Pierre and several high school students.

5.3 GIS
The watershed size is used as a substitute for discharge, since no actual discharge
measurements have been conducted and in most creeks under investigation long term
discharge measurements are absent. The size of the watershed at each location was derived
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from two 30m ASTER DEM’s (NASA, NASA) in ArcMap (ESRI, 2010). This was done by first
mosaic them into one DEM. Next a flow direction calculation was performed, followed by a
sink calculation and a sink fill. A new flow direction map was made and from this map a flow
accumulation map was produced. The sampling locations were imported. By visual
observation points were moved manually when not located in a channel, to get them in the
right channel location. Especially in the downstream part of Boulder Creek (BCP) some points
were located several cells away from the calculated channel. A watershed map was
produced with the total watershed for each point. From this watershed map the sizes of the
total watershed per point could be calculated. The watershed map was used in combination
with the Geologic map of the Estes Park 30’ x 60’ quadrangle (Cole, 2009) and the Geologic
map of the Denver West 30’ x 60’ quadrangle (Kellogg, 2008) to determine the fraction of a
certain geology in the watershed of each location. For the local watershed maps (local hill
slopes, Hypothesis 1.2) for each sampling point two extra points were added manually, one
250m upstream and one 100m downstream. For each point the new watershed was
calculated. By combining the watershed of the original point and the downstream point, the
local watershed was created, which is used as the local hill slope. Figure 6 shows a
schematic depiction of the difference between the total watershed and the local watershed
(local hill slope).

Figure 6-Schematic depiction of the difference between the total watershed and the local
watershed (local hill slope) for hypothetical sampling location X. The total watershed
consists out of the grey and light brown areas, the local watershed out of the yellow and
light brown areas. In this study the point at the border between the grey and light brown
area is 250m upstream of location X. The point downstream of location X is 100m
downstream

5.4 Sedimentary links, tributary junctions and individual lithologies
To answer the second and third research question on the smallest scale level, tributary
junctions and sedimentary links need to be identified. All identified tributary junctions and
sedimentary links are situated in the mountains in two channels: Left Hand Creek and
Boulder Creek. Below, all sampling locations belonging to a certain tributary junction or
sedimentary link are given.
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In Left Hand Creek three tributary junctions are identified:
- Spring Gulch: LH12-1-11
- James Creek: LH9-8-7
- a small stream coming from Geer Canyon: LH4-3-2
In Boulder Creek two tributary junctions are identified:
- North Boulder Creek: NBC4-BCM7-6
- Fourmile Creek: FM1-BCM2-1
In Left Hand Creek three sedimentary links are identified:
- LH15-14-13-12
- LH1-11-10-9-8
- LH7-6-5-4-3
In Boulder Creek two sedimentary links are identified:
- BCM10-9-8-7
- BCM6-5-4-3-11-2
To answer the second research question for individual lithologies, clear sources of a single
lithology are needed. On top of that there must not be any other source of that lithology
supplying that lithology to the creek over a significant distance of the channel, to prevent
pollution of the data. There are only a few of these sections. The lithological units under
investigation and their locations are described below. In case counts in the channel bed of a
specific lithology are <5, observations are not used because of an increased chance of
producing outliers and unreliable median sizes.
South Boulder Creek
- Quartzite. The Quartzite enters the Creek at SBC1 and SBC2. Downstream from these
points there are no more Quartzite inputs.
- Granite. The granite does not enter the Creek anymore after SBC3.
Boulder Creek
- Metamorphic. The metamorphic rocks enter the creek for the last time above BCM10
and then again via NBC at BCM6. So between BCM10 and BCM7 fining and sorting
can be investigated.
- Granite. BCP1 is the last point with direct granitic input.
Fourmile Creek
- Volcanic. Mainly at FM10 there is an input. FM9,8,7 have only small inputs (Sugarloaf
Mountain at FM7) from FM3 there is a little input possible, originating from very
small patches.
- Metamorphic. From FM7 down there is almost no input of metamorphic rocks
anymore. Just possibly at FM5, but this has an origin deep in its watershed and is
therefore not expected to have a significant input.
Left Hand Creek
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-

-

Volcanic. LH12 is the last point of direct volcanic input. At LH1 there might be some
input, but this must come from deep inside the watershed, so it is expected to be
insignificant. The same holds for LH7.
Granite. When the creek flows near the mountain front parallel to the sedimentary
ridges, at LH4 there is the last major possible input of granite.

5.5 Statistics
To test the hypotheses, statistical tests are needed. To test whether size distributions differ
statistically the Mann-Whitney U test has been used. To get an insight in the possible spread
of the median grain sizes Bootstrapping has been used. For the hypotheses concerning the
relation between the lithological distribution of the channel bed material and the watershed
the Chi-Squared test and a binomial z-test have been used. The sorting is calculated using a
sorting coefficient.
Bootstrapping
The bootstrapping procedure takes n random picks, with replacement, from one single
sample consisting out of n measurements. This is done a large number of times. By
pretending that the bootstrap samples are real samples, upper and lower limits of the
median can be calculated within a certain confidence interval (Burt, 1996). We used 1000
bootstrap samples and a confidence interval of 90%. The analysis was done in SPSS (SPSS,
2010).
Mann-Whitney U test
The Mann-Whitney U test is used to compare two samples from two populations (Burt,
1996, Wikipedia, 2013b). Under the null-hypothesis there is no difference between the two
population. The test first ranks all the observations. Next the rankings of all the observations
of one sample are summed. The test looks at the difference in sum of ranks between the
two populations. From that sum of ranks a U-value can be calculated via equation ( 1 ):
(1)

In which U1 is the U value of sample 1, R1 is the sum of ranks of sample 1 and n1 is the
sample size of sample 1. The same can be done for sample 2. Under the null-hypothesis the
distribution of U is known. Under the null-hypothesis a random sample drawn from sample 1
has a probability of 50% to exceed a random sample drawn from sample 2.
From the U-value a z-value can be calculated via equation ( 2 ),( 3 ) and ( 4 ):

(2)

√

(3)

(4)
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The z-value can be looked up in a table for a certain confidence interval. We used α=0.05,
making the null-hypothesis confirmed if: -1.96< z < 1.96. The analysis was done in SPSS. The
basic test assumes that there are no ties between the two samples. Since we used a limited
number of size classes we do have ties between our samples. In that case a correction needs
to
be
done,
which
is
done
automatically
in
SPSS
(http://www01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21477001). Another assumption made in the
Mann-Whitney U test is that the two populations have the same shape. This is only
approximately the case in our data. The cumulative shape distributions all show an ‘Sshaped’ distribution, but some are more ‘curvy’ than the other. However, the assumption is
made that in general they have the same shape.
Chi-Square test
The Chi-Square test refers to the Pearson’s Chi-Square test which tests categorical data
(Burt, 1996, Wikipedia, 2013c). The test looks at the difference between observed values
and expected values for each category. Under the null-hypothesis the observed and
expected values do not differ significantly. To calculate the χ2-value the formula of equation
( 5 ) is used:
∑[

]

(5)

In which Oi Is the observed value for category i and Ei is the expected value for category i.
The critical values for χ2 can be looked up in a table for a certain confidence interval and a
certain amount of degrees of freedom. The degrees of freedom is the number of category’s
– 1. When χ2 exceeds the critical value, the null-hypothesis is rejected. Typically α=0.05 is
used.
Cochran (1954) states that for the Chi-Square test to be correct, an expected value
cannot be lower than 1 and no more than 20% of the expected values can be smaller than 5.
In case the data does not meet these requirements, a solution in such a case can be to group
categories. In our data this is not possible. Therefore sometimes the Chi-Square test is only
performed on a limited amount of lithologies in order to meet these requirements. The
results show however that, although the corrections change the χ2-value, the final outcome
to reject or accept the null-hypothesis is not in a single case different from the uncorrected
outcome, in which the requirements of Cochran (1954) are not met.
In this study the categories are made up out of the lithologies. The observed values
are the total counts per lithology at that specific location. The expected values are calculated
by multiplying the fraction of lithology i in the watershed under investigation with the total
number of lithological counts in the channel bed.
Example: Of 90 lithology counts, 40 are of lithology A. The observed value is thus 40. The
watershed consists for 30% out of lithology A. The expected value than becomes: 0.3*90=27.
The Chi-Square test has been done manually in Excel (Microsoft, 2010).
Binomial z-test
The binomial z-test is used to test for individual lithologies whether they are statistically
likely to be drawn from the same population or not (Burt, 1996). To perform this test a z17

value needs to be calculated. This is done by first calculating the standard deviation of the
observed value, as is shown in equation ( 6 ):
(6)

√

In which P is the probability of the observed value (eg. If 40 out of 90 observations is of
lithology A, the probability is 40/90=0.44) and n is the total number of observations. The zvalue is subsequently calculated by equation ( 7 ):
(7)

In which π0 is the probability of the expected value. The confidence interval for the z-value
can then be looked up in a table. To accept the null-hypothesis (the observed and expected
value are drawn from the same population) at the α=0.05 confidence level the z-value needs
to be: -1.96 < z < 1.96, otherwise the null-hypothesis needs to be rejected.
Sorting Coefficient
The sorting coefficient is used to indicate the spread of the size distributions. Heitmuller and
Hudson (2009) derived a sorting coefficient from Prothero (1996) which reads:
√

⁄

(8)

In which D84 and D16 are used as proxy’s for the standard deviation.
It follows from the formula that a decrease in the sorting coefficient means a smaller
difference between D84 and D16 and thus better sorting. In this study the sorting coefficient is
calculated with the Phi values (log2) of D84 and D16. The value range of the sorting coefficient
is determined by the two extreme cases. The first case is when D 16=8mm and D84=300mm,
resulting in a coefficient of 1.66. The other extreme case is when D 16=D84, resulting in a
coefficient of 1. The possible value range of the sorting coefficient is thus 1.00 - 1.66, with
1.66 indicating extremely bad sorting and 1 extremely good sorting.

For the first research question and hypotheses the Chi-Square test and the binomial z-test
have been used. For the second research question and hypothesis the Mann-Whitney U test
and bootstrapping have been used. For the third research question and hypothesis the
sorting coefficient has been used.
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6

Results

In this chapter the results of the study will be presented. First the general results of the
fieldwork and the data exploration will be shown, followed by the results of the hypothesis
tests to answer the research questions.

6.1 Field Survey
The field survey has been conducted during nine days of sampling in the period between July
26th 2013 and August 13th 2013. The sampling locations and their position in their particular
watershed are shown in Figure 5. The sequences of the sample numbering is a bit chaotic
due to sampling during different field days and in different directions. Table 2 lists the
sequence of numbering per creek from upstream to downstream. North Boulder Creek
enters Boulder Creek Mountains between BCM7 and BCM6. Fourmile Creek enters Boulder
Creek Mountains between BCM2 and BCM1. At BCM1,2,5 and 6 only part of the channel
profile has been measured due to strong currents. At location BCM4 no channel profile has
been measured. At location FM8 only the channel properties were measured without
conducting a rock count due to a conflict with the property owner.
Table 2-Sequences of numbering of the sampling locations per creek, in an upstream to
downstream direction.

Creek
Left Hand Creek
North Boulder Creek
Fourmile Creek
Boulder Creek Mountains
Boulder Creek Plains
South Boulder Creek

Sampling location numbering sequence
15,14,13,12,1,11,10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,16,17,18
1,2,3,4
11,10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1
10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,11,2,1
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10
1,2,3,4,5,6,7

6.2 Data Exploration
The data exploration is a general view on the gathered data and general observations.
Characteristics of the measured properties along the channel profile will be shown and how
some of them relate to each other. For all figures hold that negative values in ‘distance to
mountain front’ are mountain points, positive values are points in the plains. The position of
the mountain front is chosen rather arbitrary and based on personal judgement. The
criterion that is used to located the mountains front is the absence of steep canyon walls
and broadening of the relative flat channel banks.
Channel Longitudinal Profiles
The channel longitudinal profiles will show whether the channels show a concave upwards
longitudinal profile or not.
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Figure 8- Longitudinal profiles of the
investigation, derived from the altitudes
30m ASTER DEM’s. Boulder Creek and
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Figure 8 shows for some channels concave upwards longitudinal profiles. It is clearly visible
that the channels get less steep once they reach the mountain front and enter the plains.
Left Hand Creek shows a linear increase in altitude in the mountains, not concave upwards.
The same holds for Fourmile Creek and North Boulder Creek. Boulder Creek however has a
clear concave upwards longitudinal profile until around 14km from the mountain front. From
that point (BCM8) the channel returns to being less steep. South Boulder Creek shows a
concave longitudinal profile as well. A note has to be made on the fact that South Boulder
Creek has only been sampled close to the mountain front because of accessibility issues.
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Figure 7-Longitudinal profile of Boulder Creek derived from a 30m ASTER DEM. The
most upstream point is Barker Dam, the most downstream point is BCP10. Clearly
visible is the concave upwards longitudinal profile up to about -17 km from the
mountain front.
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Nevertheless a clear steepening is visible. Figure 7 is the longitudinal profile of Boulder Creek
derived from the 30m ASTER DEM. This profile is in accordance with the profile in Figure 8,
which is derived solely from the altitudes of the sampling points (extracted per location from
the same DEM). It shows the concave upwards longitudinal profile and the less steep part of
the profile in the upstream area.
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Figure 9-Size of watershed for each sampling location, derived from two 30m ASTER
DEM's. Several jumps in watershed size are visible, which are associated with tributary
junctions.

Figure 9 shows the total watershed sizes for all locations in all measured channels. In general
they increase linearly along the channel. Several sudden jumps are visible (two in BCM, one
in LH). These are tributary junctions. The watershed size increases suddenly because of the
confluence of two channels. For Boulder Creek this are the confluences with North Boulder
Creek and Fourmile Creek. For Left Hand Creek this is the confluence with James Creek.
Large differences in watershed sizes per creek are visible. For example the most downstream
point of Fourmile Creek (FM1) does not have a watershed much larger than 80km2, whereas
most upstream point of South Boulder Creek (SBC1) has a watershed of around 350 km2,
even though both locations are approximately at the same distance from the mountain
front.
Interesting to note is that the two Creeks with the largest watershed size (Boulder
Creek and South Boulder Creek) are also the two channels showing a concave upwards
longitudinal profile in the mountains.
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Figure 10-Channel cross-sectional area (m2) of all sampling locations per creek,
calculated from field measurements. In the mountains a downstream increase in crosssectional area is visible as well as a decrease in the plains.

Figure 10 shows an increase in cross-sectional area getting closer to the mountain front.
After the mountain front has been passed, the cross-sectional area decreases again. The
initial increase can be explained by the increase in watershed size and thus discharge,
resulting in a larger cross-sectional area to transport the increase in water volume. The
decrease after passing through the mountain front and entering the plains can be explained
by a decrease in discharge due to several diversions and due to the infiltration of the water
in the permeable subsurface of the plains. This suggests that watershed size is not a valid
substitute for discharge anymore once the creeks flow in the plains.
Channel slope
Figure 11 shows a large variety in measured slopes. The slope can be expected to follow the
same pattern as the longitudinal profiles. Indeed, in general it shows clearly slopes are
smaller in the plains than in the mountains, as suggested by the longitudinal profiles. There
also seem to be larger slopes between approximately -5 and -15 km from the mountain
front. This is indeed approximately the part with the steepest channel profiles (Figure 8).
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Figure 11-The measured slopes of all sampling locations per creek. The slope was
measured with a laser and a reflector pole and later converted to actual slope. It is
visible that slopes are in general smaller in the plains than in the mountains.
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Watershed size, bankfull channel width and channel cross-sectional area
There is a relatively strong relation between watershed size and bankfull channel width and
channel cross-sectional area in the mountains, as is shown in Figure 12 (plains are excluded
since watershed size is not assumed to not be a valid substitute for discharge in that area).
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Figure 12-Watershed size per location per creek versus bankfull width and the channel
cross-sectional area. The sampling locations in the plains are excluded since there
appears to be no relation between watershed size and discharge in the plains. Some
clustering is visible. This has to do with the jumps in watershed sizes due to tributary
junctions.

Both graphs in Figure 12 show a relative high R2 value. This thus confirms the expected
relation between watershed size (discharge) and channel cross-sectional characteristics. No
relations have been found with the measured channel slope. This is not like expected and
might be caused by measurement errors/biases (see Discussion sections 7.1 and 7.5 for
further explanations).
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D50
In Figure 13 the median grain sizes of all sampled locations are shown. Although not very
clear, there appears to be a decrease in median grain sizes going downstream. This suggest
the occurrence of downstream fining, at least on the large scale.
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Figure 13-D50's (median grain sizes) in Phi units (log2), of all sampling locations with
confidence intervals based on bootstrapping. The graph suggests a slight downstream
decrease in D50 sizes.

Second Counts
The second counts were conducted on 9 locations. Table 3 shows the results of the MannWhitney U test (test of equal size distributions, equation ( 1-( 4) between size distributions
at the surface and of the subsurface (‘second counts’). The negativity of the z-values show
that at all locations the channel bed material is coarser than the subsurface material. The
results are highly significant, as is indicated by the P-values. This means the subsurface
consists of significantly finer material than the surface material. Armouring of the channel
bed has thus been proven on all locations where the second counts were conducted.
Table 3-Results of the Mann-Whitney U test on second counts, expressed in z and P
values. Negative z-values indicate that the channel bed material is coarser than the
subsurface material. The P-values show that the differences are highly significant for all
locations under investigation. The column Class Difference shows how many size classes
(Table 1) the D50 of the bed material differs from the D50 of the subsurface material. It
shows that at each location D50 differs at least 2 size classes.

Location z-value
BCP4
-6.619
BCP7
-6.306
BCM1
-7.573
FM4
-7.542
FM6
-7.066
FM10
-7.202
NBC1
-4.942
NBC4
-6.515
SBC6
-7.472

P-value
<0.00001
<0.00001
<0.00001
<0.00001
<0.00001
<0.00001
<0.00001
<0.00001
<0.00001

Class
Difference
3
3
2
4
3.5
3
2
3.5
4
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6.3 Individual Creek Characteristics
In this section the observations and general characteristics of each investigated creek will be
treated individually. It all refers to Figure 8 - Figure 11. This serves as an introduction
towards presenting the results of the hypotheses tests.
Fourmile Creek
FM has a longitudinal profile which linearly increases in altitude. Slope does not show any
patterns and has quite some irregularities/spread. Watershed size increases steadily as well,
from about 20km2 at FM11 to almost a fourfold of that of 78km2 at FM1. Fourmile Creek is
rainwater fed.
Approximately the upper half of Fourmile Creek is situated in a metamorphic area
with several volcanic units (Figure 5 and Figure 17) . The lower part is situated mainly in
granite area, with a few small volcanic units.
North Boulder Creek
Altitude increases linearly along the sampled course of NBC. Slope hardly changes between
NBC2-NBC4. Only NBC1 is different, since it has a very low slope of only ≈0.45 degrees (the
other sampling points have slopes around 1.4 degrees). Watershed size increases linearly,
from 106km2 at NBC1 to 139km2 at NBC4. Channel- and bank full width and cross-sectional
area are relatively large at NBC1, possibly due to the low slope. North Boulder Creek is meltand rain water fed.
The upper part of the watershed consists out of a mix of granite, metamorphic and
volcanic units (Figure 5 and Figure 17). The middle part is mainly metamorphic. The lowest
part is mainly granitic. Only the lowest part of the NBC watershed has been sampled. The
sampling locations are all situated in granitic bedrock.
South Boulder Creek
The sampling locations of South Boulder Creek show some concavity. The altitude increases
faster in the mountains than in the plains. The sampling points are all relatively close to the
mountain front, so this might also just be a result of the transition between plains and
mountains. Slopes are clearly higher in the mountains than in the plains. Watershed size
increases fairly linear from 354km2 at SBC1 to 364 km2 at SBC6. SBC7 has a significantly
larger watershed (395 km2), but at this point watershed size is not a valid substitute for
discharge anymore and field observations confirm that. In the mountains channel- and bank
full width are variable. The same holds for the plains, but the creek is less wide in the plains
than in the mountains. Also cross-sectional area is smaller in the plains than in the
mountains. This is most likely caused by the decrease in discharge due to diversions and
infiltration.
The most upstream part of the watershed consists mainly out of metamorphic and
some volcanic units (Figure 5 and Figure 18). A large granite area separates SBC1 from these
metamorphic units. In this granite area Gross reservoir is situated in the South Boulder
Creek, which is a reservoir sealed off by a dam (Gross dam). Near the mountain front some
Quartzite units are present, followed by the sedimentary ridges at the edge between the
mountains and the plains. The sampling points are all located in the most downstream part
of SBC. In the lithology counts of the channel bed the transition of the channel through the
sedimentary ridges is clearly visible (Figure 14 and Figure 18). Visible is the sudden increase
in sedimentary counts once the river flows through the sedimentary ridges (up to half of the
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counts is sedimentary) and the drop of sedimentary rock counts once the river is flowing out
in the plains. This is a strong indication of local hill slope activity.
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Figure 14-Sedimentary rock counts in South Boulder Creek. An increase in counts is
visible around the mountain front, which coincides with the channel streaming through
the sedimentary ridges. This illustrates the influence of local lithology on the lithological
composition of the channel bed material.

Boulder Creek (Mountains and Plains)
Boulder Creek shows a clear concave upwards longitudinal profile. The measured slopes do
not clearly reflect that however. What is clear is that slopes are much lower in the plains
than in the mountains. Watershed size shows two major jumps. The first when North
Boulder Creek enters Boulder Creek, doubling the watershed in size (from 142km2 to
286km2). The second when Fourmile Creek enters Boulder Creek, suddenly increasing the
watershed with an extra 78km2.
All the BCM sampling locations are situated in the granite area (Figure 5 and Figure
17). The most upstream area of the watershed consists mainly out of both granitic and
metamorphic units with a few volcanic units. Barker reservoir lies at the boundary of the
upper part of the watershed and the granite area. The reservoir is closed off by the Barker
dam. BCM10 is located about 3km downstream from this dam. The sedimentary ridges
bordering the mountains are relatively thin and thus only BCP2 and BCP3 can be considered
to be in this area. The more downstream points of BCP are all situated in the plains.
Left Hand Creek
Left Hand Creek shows a linear longitudinal profile in the mountains. The slopes do not show
any pattern and are variable along the channel. The watershed size shows one major jump.
This is where James Creek enters LH. This causes an increase in watershed of approximately
115km2 (at LH8 the watershed has a size of 67km2, at LH7 it is 182km2). Two small jumps are
visible too. Both are possibly small streams entering the creek. Observations in the field
show a significant decrease in discharge when the creek enters the plains. This can be
attributed to both diversions and to water seeping into the permeable subsurface of the
plains.
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Figure 5 and Figure 16 show that the geological distribution in the watershed of LH is
variable and mainly consists out of granite and metamorphic units with a few volcanic units.
Also the sedimentary ridges are clearly visible. LH flows parallel to the sedimentary ridges for
about 2km. The transition of the creek through the sedimentary ridges is clearly visible in
sedimentary rock counts in the channel bed, as is shown in Figure 15. This is again a strong
indication of local hill slope activity.
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Figure 15-Sedimentary rock counts in Left Hand Creek. Clearly visible is the increase in
counts around the mountain front, where the sedimentary ridges are situated. Also a
drop in counts is visible once the mountain front has been passed. This illustrates the
influence of local lithology on the lithological composition of the channel bed material
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Left Hand Creek

29
Figure 16-Geological map of the Left Hand Creek watershed with a pie chart for every sampling location representing lithological distribution (%) and D50 (mm) of
the channel bed material.

Boulder Creek

30
Figure 17-Geological map of the Boulder Creek (NBC, FM, BCM, BCP) watershed with a pie chart for every sampling location representing lithological distribution
(%) and D50 (mm) of the channel bed material.

South Boulder Creek
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Figure 18-Geological map of the South Boulder Creek watershed with a pie chart for every sampling location representing lithological distribution (%) and D50
(mm) of the channel bed material.

6.4 Research Question 1
The first research question is:
-

What is the relation between watershed lithology and the lithological composition
of the channel bed material?

The channel bed clearly represents local features. For instance the transition through the
sedimentary ridges is clearly represented by an increase in sedimentary rocks in the channel
bed for both South Boulder Creek and Left Hand Creek (Figure 14, Figure 15). In Boulder
Creek this transition is less clearly represented. Figure 16, Figure 17 and Figure 18 show for
each location the lithological composition of the channel bed expressed in the percentage
and the median grain size (D50) of each lithology. In these figures more relations are visible
between the watershed lithology and the lithological composition of the channel bed (for
example representations of volcanic rocks in Left Hand Creek and Fourmile Creek).
Two hypotheses are tested to get a better insight in the relation between watershed
lithology and channel bed lithology:
Hypothesis 1.1 - The lithological composition of the channel bed material is equal to the
lithological composition of the total upstream watershed.
Hypothesis 1.2 - The lithological composition of the channel bed material is equal to the
lithological composition of the local hill slopes.

Regarding hypothesis 1.1, only 2 locations (NBC4 and BCM11) pass the Chi-Square test,
confirming the hypothesis, against 58 locations where the hypothesis is rejected (see
Appendix I – Chi-Squared test results for the complete test results). Hypothesis 1.1 can be
rejected for most locations on the basis of the Chi-Square test. This means the lithological
composition of the channel bed is not equal to the percentage of lithology in the total
watershed upstream of these sampling location. For the two locations that are not rejected
the lithological composition of the channel bed is not statistically different from the
percentage of lithology in the total watershed.
For individual lithologies this is more complicated. The majority is still rejected based
on the binomial z-test. But for some locations the binomial z-test shows that only one
lithology is significantly different from the lithology in the total watershed. For example
BCP10 is rejected based on the Chi-Square test, but the binomial z-test shows that granite,
sedimentary and volcanic lithologies are not significantly different from that in the total
watershed and that only metamorphic differs significantly. This result does not change the
rejection of hypothesis 1.1 for this location based on the Chi-Squared test, but it gives a
better insight into why it is rejected.
An interesting outcome is the decrease in χ2 values with an increase in watershed
size (Figure 19). This suggests that, even though hypothesis 1.1 is rejected based on χ2
values, the channel bed composition is a better representation of the lithology of the total
watershed once the watershed gets larger.
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Figure 19-Watershed size and χ values for all sampling locations. χ decreases with an
increase in watershed size, indicating stronger relations between the lithological
composition of the channel bed and the lithological composition of the total watershed
with an increase in watershed size.

For hypothesis 1.2 on half of the sampling locations the Chi-squared test could not be
conducted because at these locations only a single lithology was observed in the local
watershed. This means that there are zero degrees of freedom because only one lithology
can be tested (the other lithologies observed in the channel bed are omitted since the
expected value is zero), which makes it mathematically impossible to test. Next to the
mathematical argument also common sense tells to reject the hypothesis, because when
something is observed which, according to the hypothesis, is not expected, the hypothesis
needs to be wrong. The Chi-square test confirms the hypothesis for only one location (LH14).
The binomial test shows that at almost every location local lithology lacks variability (a lot of
times only one lithology is present in the local hill slopes). This shows that the lithology of
the local hill slopes cannot be a sole predictor of the variability and distribution of lithologies
observed in the channel bed.
Based on these results, for most locations hypothesis 1.1 and hypothesis 1.2 are rejected.
This means that for most locations neither the lithology of the total watershed nor the
lithology of the local hill slopes is a sole predictor for the types of lithology found in the
channel bed and/or the relative contribution of each lithology in the channel bed. In
Appendix II – 7 Graphs comparing lithological contributions seven graphs are shown of
Boulder Creek, Left Hand Creek and Fourmile Creek, comparing the contributions of local
and regional lithologies to the lithology of the channel bed material. In most cases the
graphs confirm the lithology of the channel bed material is a combination of local and
regional contributions.
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6.5 Research Question 2
Research question 2 is:
-

Is there downstream fining for all channel material and/or individual lithologies
and on which scales?

As is shown in Figure 13, there seems to be a general downstream fining trend, at least in D 50
values. However, how significant is this trend and on which scale do trends occur? To answer
this question the following hypothesis is tested:
Hypothesis 2 – Downstream fining occurs.
It will be tested on different scales by using the Mann-Whitney U test and by looking at the
behavior of D16, D50 and D84.
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Figure 20-Cumulative size distributions of all the mountain locations and all the plains
locations grouped together. The distribution of the mountain locations lies lower than
the distribution of the plains locations, indicating larger grain sizes in the mountains
than in the plains.

The largest scale to look at is the Mountains vs the Plains (Figure 20). The Mann-Whitney U
test (test of equal size distributions, equation ( 1-( 4) gives a P-value of <0.00001. On the
basis of that value hypothesis 2 is accepted. This confirms that on the largest scale there is a
downstream fining trend.
Closer investigation shows that within the mountains all sampling locations together show a
slight coarsening trend from upstream to downstream and that within the plains all sampling
points together show a fining trend from upstream to downstream.
The next scale level to look at is that of individual creeks. For clarification, the following
locations have been chosen as the first location in the plains: LH3 for Left Hand Creek, BCP2
for Boulder Creek and SBC5 for South Boulder Creek.
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Table 4-Mann Whitney U test results expressed in z and P-values per creek on the
mountains vs plains scale level. The negativity of the z-values indicate that for all creeks
the mountain material is coarser than plains material. The P-values show however that
this is not always significant and thus not in all cases fining can be proven with
statistical significance.

Creek
SBC
LH
NBC+FM+BCM vs BCP
BCM vs BCP
FM vs BCP
NBC vs BCP

z-value
-4.200
-1.179
-5.072
-7.554
-0.799
-0.255

P-value
0.000027
0.238398
<0.00001
<0.00001
0.42429
0.798723

Fining
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

Table 4 shows the results of the Mann-Whitney U test and whether fining occurs on the
Mountains vs Plains scale. For both SBC and BC fining is shown. For LH and the comparison
between the FM and NBC with BCP no fining is shown.
The third level to look at is that of the within creeks sections. The results are shown in Table
5.
Table 5-Within creek size patterns. C=Coarsening, F=Fining, -=Stable/No Pattern

Creek
SBC
LH
BCP
BCM+FM+NBC
FM
BCM
NBC

Mountains
D16
D50
C
F
F
C

D84
C
C

F
F
-

C
F
C
C

F
F
F
-

Plains
D16
C
F
C

D50
F
C
F

D84
F
F
F

Looking at D50 alone, fining occurs in all creeks except for Left Hand Creek. The D16 shows
fining/stability in the mountains. In the plains it shows coarsening, except for Left Hand
Creek. D84 shows mainly coarsening in the mountains, except for Fourmile Creek. In the
plains D84 shows fining. Coarsening in D16 and fining in D84 suggest an increase in sorting.
The fourth and smallest scale level to look at is that of sedimentary links and tributary
junctions. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 6. For an elaborate description of
the results, see
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Appendix III – RQ2: smallest scale level results. The table shows that within the three
identified sedimentary links in Left Hand Creek only one time fining is observed two times no
fining is observed (stability). Also in Boulder Creek only for one of the two identified
sedimentary links fining is observed. The influence of tributary junctions is unclear from
these results. Only for two of the five tributary junctions coarsening is observed.
Table 6-General size patterns of the selected sedimentary links and tributary junctions.

Sedimentary Link
LH15-12
LH1-8
LH7-3
BCM10-7
BCM6-2
Tributary Junction
LH12-1-11
LH9-8-7
LH4-3-2
NBC4-BCM7-6
FM1-BCM2-1

Sequence
Stable
Fining
Stable
Fining
Stable
Stable
Coarsening
Fining
Stable
Stable/Coarsening

On the largest scale of mountains and plains, fining is shown. On this scale hypothesis 2 is
thus accepted. On the creek level for Boulder Creek and South Boulder Creek fining is shown
going from the mountains to the plains but not for Left Hand Creek. Also the comparison
between NBC and FM with BCP did not show fining but these creeks do not connect directly.
On the smallest scale for some sedimentary links fining is shown, for others not. No
coarsening is shown within sedimentary links, but also only for two of the five sedimentary
links fining is shown. Also the influence of tributary junctions is only shown for some, but not
for all supposed junctions. On the smallest scale hypothesis 2 is thus accepted only a limited
amount of times for sedimentary links and also only accepted a limited amount of times for
tributary junctions.
The results for fining of individual lithologies are presented in Figure 21 and Table 7. The
lithologies and sampling locations under investigation are presented in section 5.4.
Figure 21 and Table 7 show that quartzite in South Boulder Creek has a fining trend in
D50. For quartzite SBC3 has been omitted because of the low quartzite count. For granite in
South Boulder Creek a very slight decrease can be derived, however this does not seem to
be significant.
In Boulder Creek for both metamorphic and granite a fining trend is shown. It shows
a stronger decreasing trend in D50 for metamorphic than for granitic rocks as well as a
stronger correlation coefficient for metamorphic than for granitic rocks.
In Fourmile Creek both volcanic and metamorphic rocks have a fining trend in their
D50’s. The trend is stronger for volcanic than for metamorphic rocks and also more significant
for volcanic than for metamorphic rocks.
In Left Hand Creek for both volcanic and granitic lithologies a coarsening trend is
shown. Both show however a very low correlation coefficient. For volcanic LH11 and all
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points below LH10 have been omitted because of a lack in counts. Interesting is that the
coarsening trend for volcanic becomes a fining trend once also LH13 is taken into account.
This point is left out of the analysis because also LH12 still has volcanic input. This shows the
relations discussed above are very sensitive, especially when based on a very limited amount
of sampling locations.
Based on the results hypothesis 2 can partly be accepted for individual lithologies
because downstream fining is observed as well as different fining rates between different
lithologies, but in Left Hand Creek also coarsening is observed. No reliable quantifications
can be given about general fining rates per lithology and thus whether one lithology has a
different fining rate than another (see Discussion 7.3).
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Figure 21-Trends in D50 for all individual lithological units under investigation. The colors of
the symbols indicate the lithology: light blue = quartzite, dark blue = granite, red =
metamorphic, green = volcanic. The symbols indicate the creek: diamond = SBC, square = BC,
circle = FM, triangle = LH. The correlation coefficient (R 2) and fining rates are presented in
Table 7
Table 7-Correlation coefficients (R2) and fining rate (Phi/km) for the linear regression
lines of Figure 21. Negative fining rates indicate downstream fining, positive fining rates
indicate downstream coarsening.

Creek
BC
SBC
LH
BC
FM
SBC
FM
LH

Lith.
g
g
g
m
m
Q
v
v

R2
0.32
0.05
0.01
0.84
0.21
0.27
0.70
0.04

Fining Rate
(Phi/km)
-0.080
-0.016
0.012
-0.161
-0.058
-0.091
-0.133
0.017
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6.6 Research Question 3
Research question 3 is:
-

Is there downstream sorting and on which scales?

Just like research question 2, this question is investigated on different spatial scales. To
answer this question, the following hypothesis is tested:
Hypothesis 3 – Downstream sorting sequences occur.
The sorting coefficient is calculated by equation ( 8 ). Remember the value range of the
sorting coefficient: 1.66 indicates extremely bad sorting and 1 extremely good sorting.
The largest scale to look at is that of all the mountain locations and all the plains points,
shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22-All sorting coefficients of all sampling locations. The left regression line is that
off all mountain points taken together, the right regression line is that of all plains points
taken together. Both lines show low R2 values.

The mountain points do not show a clear trend. The plains do show a sorting effect,
accepting hypothesis 3. The sorting coefficients are however very variable in the plains and
the R2 value is still relatively low.
The next level to look at is that of the individual creeks. No statistical test is used and the
results are merely based upon observations of the data.
- South Boulder Creek: Looking at the whole reach of the creek there is a sorting effect
visible going from the mountains to the plains. Within the mountains no effect is
visible. Within the plains downstream sorting is taking place, although only three
locations have been sampled.
- Left Hand Creek: Looking at the whole reach of the creek there is a negative sorting
effect: further downstream the sorting gets less. The same effect is visible within the
mountains and within the plains.
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-

Boulder Creek: Looking at all the coefficients of NBC, FM, BCM and BCP, no clear
pattern is visible. Within the plains (BCP) sorting is visible. Within the mountains the
individual creeks show no pattern (BCM) or a decrease in sorting (FM and NBC).

Table 8-Downstream sorting patterns on the individual creek scale level. -=decrease in
sorting (mixing), 0=no change in sorting, +=increase in sorting. In the mountains either
no downstream change or a downstream decrease in sorting (mixing) is observed. In the
plains for both South Boulder Creek and Boulder Creek downstream sorting is observed.

Creek
SBC
LH
BCP
BCM
FM
NBC

Sorting
Mountains
0
-

Plains
+
+

0
-

Table 8 shows that in the mountains mainly downstream mixing occurs. In the plains sorting
does occur, but not in Left Hand Creek.
The most detailed level to look at is that of the sedimentary links and tributary junctions.
The results are summed up in Table 9. There do not seem to be any overall trends within all
sedimentary links or tributary junctions.
Table 9-Downstream sorting patterns for the selected sedimentary links and tributary
junctions. -=decrease in sorting (mixing), 0=no change in sorting, +=increase in sorting.

Sedimentary Link
LH15-12
LH1-8
LH7-3
BCM10-7
BCM6-2
Tributary Junction
LH12-1-11
LH9-8-7
LH4-3-2
NBC4-BCM7-6
FM1-BCM2-1

Sorting
+
0
0/0/+
+
-/+
+

So on the largest scale (mountains vs plains) sorting has been shown for the plains, accepting
hypothesis 3. In the mountains no sorting is observed. Also on the within creek scale the
sorting is shown in the plains for both South Boulder Creek and Boulder Creek, but not for
Left Hand Creek. In the mountains sorting generally decreases going downstream. On the
scale level of sedimentary links and tributary junctions no clear overall conclusions are
possible.
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7

Discussion

The discussion contains explanations and interpretations of the results as well as some
critical comments about the study. At the end recommendations for future research are
given.

7.1 General Characteristics
Longitudinal profiles
All creeks show a concave upwards longitudinal profile on the largest scale, since the
channels are less steep in the plains than in the mountains. Both South Boulder Creek and
Boulder Creek also show concave upwards longitudinal profiles within the mountains,
contrary to Left Hand Creek. However, the concavity of South Boulder Creek is debatable.
Figure 23 shows the longitudinal profile for South Boulder Creek from SBC7 all the way up to
Gross reservoir. SBC1 is located at around -2 km. The graph clearly shows that the concave
character of the channel observed solely based on the sampling points (Figure 8), is more
likely a local feature and not a feature that propagates further upstream. It looks like it is a
brake in the gradient caused by a change in lithology (Wobus et al., 2006a) because the
steep part is situated in the sedimentary area at the border of the Front Range and
sedimentary rocks are in general less resistant. Figure 7 shows the same type of transition
near the mountain front in Boulder Creek, although less pronounced. Between 0 and -5 km
the channel of Boulder Creek shows, just like South Boulder, a steeper part in the
longitudinal profile. However, in Boulder Creek this coincides approximately with the
confluence with Fourmile Creek, which could be the cause of the steepening due to input of
extra discharge (no increase in channel width is observed, so steepening of the channel is
expected in order to process the extra discharge (Wobus et al., 2006b)).
South Boulder Creek and Boulder Creek have larger watersheds then Left Hand
Creek. The concavity observed near the mountain front (which is not visible in Left Hand
Creek) might be a result of a relation between discharge characteristics and the formation of
a concave upwards longitudinal profile near the mountain front. SBC and BC are both meltand rainwater fed (contrary to Fourmile Creek and Left Hand Creek which are mainly rain
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Figure 23-Longitudinal profile of South Boulder Creek derived from a 30m ASTER DEM.
The most upstream point is Gross Dam, the most downstream point is SBC7. SBC1 is
located at about -1.9 km. clearly visible is that the channel profile is linear upstream of
this point up till Gross Dam.
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water fed).
The geography of the region also plays a role in explaining the longitudinal profiles.
The Front Range basically exists out of two steeper areas with a plateau in between. The
sampled creeks are situated in the lower steep section on the eastern side of the Front
Range. To the west of the sampling locations the landscape becomes relatively flat before
the high peaks of the continental divide start to emerge (Figure 24). This causes that the
most upstream sampling locations of Boulder Creek and all the sampling locations of North
Boulder Creek are located in an area with a less steep profile than further downstream,
which is also visible in the longitudinal profiles.

Figure 24-Slope map of the Front Range. Roughly two steep sections are recognized (left
and right rectangle), separated from each other by a relatively flat area (middle
rectangle). Green colours are low slopes, yellow colours are intermediate slopes and red
colours indicate steep slopes.

Relation between slope, watershed size and channel width
There is assumed to be a relation between discharge (watershed size), channel width (crosssectional area) and slope (Wobus et al., 2006b). The relatively strong relation between bank
full width and watershed size (Figure 12) indicates there is indeed a relation between these
two properties. The relations with the slope are less evident though. In the mountains the
slope measurements are very variable. For width measurements there is a tendency to
measure width in the wider, calmer part of the river, which are more accessible and where
also the pebble count is conducted. Slope measurement covers this area, but likely a
significant amount of times also the steeper ‘steps’ (Figure 30). At these steps the channel is
less wide, but this with is not measured. It is however included in the channel section over
which slope is measured. Slope measurement is thus more an average slope over a certain
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distance, while width measurements are a ‘point’ measurement on a single point along the
channel section where average slope is measured. This is probably the main reason why no
direct relations between slope and the other two properties can be found in the mountains.
In the plains the slope measurements are assumed to be more accurate compared to
the ‘point’ measurement of the channel width, but there the watershed size is not a
measure of discharge anymore. This is the probable reason why no strong relations between
the properties are found in the plains.
Second counts
The results of the second counts show that the subsurface is found to be significantly finer in
particle composition than the surface material. Both plains points as well as mountain points
have been investigated and all show these highly significant results. This suggests armouring
is a processes occurring along all channels (although no second counts were conducted in
Left Hand Creek) and on all locations. This indicates that the critical shear stress for part of
the channel material is reached frequently and that thus selective transport takes place
(Snyder et al., 2003). The channels are thus detachment limited, since armouring has been
found and not aggradation.
Second counts were conducted in case armouring of the channel bed was suspected.
So the observations are backed up by the data. However, not on all locations where
armouring was suspected has a second count been conducted due to time constraints. Since
only locations where armouring was expected were sampled, no information is given about
the other locations. So whether armouring is occurring along the whole channel reach and at
all sampled locations is not clear and cannot be shown by this data.
However, the wide variation in locations where the second counts have been
conducted suggest armouring is more a rule than an exception.

7.2 Lithological Relations
-

What is the relation between watershed lithology and the lithological composition
of the channel bed material?

The results of the statistical test indicate that neither the local nor the lithological
distribution of the total upstream watershed is a sole predictor of the lithological
composition of the channel bed material. The logical expectation is thus that it is a
combination of both local and regional inputs mixed together. The influence of local inputs is
clearly visible in the counts of sedimentary rocks in both Left Hand Creek and South Boulder
Creek (Figure 14, Figure 15, Figure 16, Figure 18). The data clearly shows an increase in
counts when the creeks flow through the mountain front and its sedimentary ridges. Getting
further out into the plains however, the counts decrease again.
A note that has to be made regarding this analysis is that the units labeled as
colluvium/alluvium were left out of the analysis. Indirectly this leads to the automatic
assumption that all colluvium/alluvium units consists of a perfect mix of all lithologies
present in the watershed for a certain point. This is most likely not according to reality and it
would have been more realistic to use a type of spatial extrapolation to assign a certain
lithology to each colluvium/alluvium unit. This has not been done due to time constraints.
The results of the Chi-Squared tests show that an increase in watershed size makes
the channel bed composition a better representation of the lithological composition of the
total watershed. The data also shows that in the plains χ2 values are lower, indicating a
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stronger similarity between channel bed composition and total watershed composition. This
strongly suggests the following relation between the channel bed composition and the
lithological composition of the watershed: The channel bed is essentially a good mix of all
lithologies in the watershed. This can be considered a ‘background’ value of the channel bed
composition. On top of that local inputs apply an extra input, causing a deviation from a
perfect mix towards a mix with an extra local representation. The fact that in the plains the
χ2 values decrease, underpins this theory. In the plains hardly any significant local inputs can
be expected. This cause the decrease of local representation in the channel bed, resulting in
what is still there: the background of a mix of the lithological composition of the total
watershed.
Another indication is observed at BCM11, which is one of the two locations for which
hypothesis 1.1 is not rejected based on the Chi-Squared test. This location has some gravel
bars in its channel bed (Figure 25). It might be possible that gravel bars form a good mix of
the composition of the total watershed, better than the active channel bed, and that these
bars overruled local inputs. Possibly local inputs are more likely to end up in the active
channel bed, while upstream material is more likely to end up in the bars due to some kind
of hydrological process. There is however not an explanation based on physical processes
present right now to underpin this and this is thus only speculation for now.

Figure 25-Location BCM11, characterized by the gravel bars in the channel bed. The
arrow indicates the stream direction.

Yet another indication is given by looking at the sign of the z-value of the binomial z-test.
Negative z-values indicate an underrepresentation of a certain lithology in the channel bed,
compared to what is present in the watershed. A positive z-value indicates an
overrepresentation. Especially Boulder Creek and Left Hand Creek give a good example. For
the mountain points in Boulder Creek metamorphic rocks are underrepresented, while
granite is overrepresented. Figure 26 shows these values for metamorphic and granitic
litholologies in Boulder Creek. The overrepresentation of granitic lithologies in the channel
bed makes sense because all mountain points of Boulder Creek were situated in granite
area. So this is proof of a local footprint on the background mix of lithologies. Out in the
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plains, granite gets less overrepresented and metamorphic less underrepresented, proof
that a lack of local inputs results in a good mix of the lithology of the total watershed.
In Left Hand Creek also granite is overrepresented in the channel bed in the
mountains and metamorphic rocks are underrepresented. From the local hill slope lithology
it can be derived that for most locations the local hill slope consists for a larger fraction out
of granitic than out of metamorphic lithologies. This suggests to be the reason for the overand under-representations and thus again the lithological footprint of the local lithology by
hill slope processes.
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Figure 26-Z-values for granitic (g) and metamorphic (m) channel material in Boulder
Creek (BCM+BCP) for the test with total watershed lithology. A z-value of 0 indicates no
difference between channel bed lithology and watershed lithology. The further a z-value
deviates from 0, the larger the difference between watershed lithology and channel bed
lithology. Negative values indicate an underrepresentation in the channel bed, positive
values indicate an overrepresentation. Locations with 4.5 < z < -4.5 for a certain
lithology are significantly different from the watershed lithologie with p<0.00001. The
graph shows an overrepresentation of granitic and an underrepresentation of
metamorphic lithologies in the channel bed material compared to total watershed
lithology, indicating the influence of local hill slope processes.

The statistical testing of hypothesis 1.2 proved to be somewhat superfluous since for almost
all sampling locations the hypothesis was already rejected on the basis of the lack of
variability in the local hill slopes.
The requirements for a valid Chi-Squared test set by Cochran (1954) that an expected
value cannot be lower than 1 and that maximal 20% can be lower than 5, are chosen rather
arbitrary. They are therefore debatable, which is also done by some(Campbell (2007) tests
the requirements for 2X2 tables and concludes an update is needed). However, meeting
these requirements did not change the outcome in a single case, it merely lowered the
calculated χ2 values. So in a pure statistical view it did not make a difference whether the
requirements were met or not, since the final confirmation/rejection of the hypothesis was
not influenced.
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7.3 Fining
-

Is there downstream fining for all channel material and/or individual lithologies
and on which scales?

On the largest scale, mountains vs plains, downstream fining is evident. The grouping of all
mountain points and all plains points seems however not right. It is more accurate to look at
individual (or linked) creeks, because of different amounts of sampled locations per creek
and different distances from the mountain front. For example the most upstream point of
South Boulder Creek is located about 2km from the mountain front, while the most
upstream point of Left Hand Creek is located 23.5km from the mountain front. This may
result in unequal influences of different creeks on the grouped size distribution, which
seems not right. Therefore not too much value should be given to the downstream fining
result for all the mountain and plains points together.
The analysis of the individual creeks shows that indeed not every creek shows
downstream fining on a large scale when comparing mountain and plains points. Boulder
Creek and South Boulder Creek show downstream fining, but Left Hand Creek does not show
such a sequence. Possibly this has something to do with the discharge characteristics. South
Boulder Creek and Boulder Creek are both melt- and rainwater fed, while Left Hand Creek is
mainly rainwater fed. Rainwater fed systems have relatively higher fluctuations in discharge
peaks than melt water fed rivers (Jarrett and Costa, 1983, Pitlick, 1994). According to
Heitmuller and Hudson (2009) a study by Hassan (2005) suggests that rivers with very
variable flow might lack clear trends in grain size distributions. One can imagine that in
channels with relatively higher fluctuations in discharge peaks these peaks disrupt the
channel bed more than in channels with less relative fluctuations in peak discharges. This
might be applicable to Left Hand Creek, whereas Boulder Creek and South Boulder Creek
might have less fluctuating discharges, which does result in some clear trends.
Statistically on the 95% confidence level fining in Left Hand Creek is not proven but
only on the 75% confidence interval. Figure 27 suggests indeed that some fining is
happening, since the finest fractions are larger in the plains than in the mountains. In the
larger fractions there is however no clear difference. So yes there is downstream fining in
Left Hand Creek, but not on a statistical significant scale (α=0.05), according to the MannWhitney U test.
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Figure 27-Cumulative size distributions of the mountains points and plains points of Left
Hand Creek grouped together. It illustrates the locations in the plains have a larger
fraction of fine sized material than the locations in the mountains.

For Boulder Creek, when the mountain points are all grouped (NBC+FM+BCM) there is
downstream fining. Also the comparison between BCM and BCP shows downstream fining
on a very significant scale (P<0.00001). However, comparing Fourmile Creek and North
Boulder Creek to BCP shows no significant difference between these creeks. Apparently the
difference between BCM and BCP is of such an order that even when FM and NBC are
grouped with BCM, the difference is still significant on a very high level (P<0.00001). Possibly
the longitudinal profile can explain why Four Mile Creek and North Boulder Creek do not
differ from BCP. Both of them have a linear profile (just like Left Hand Creek) and this might
somehow influence the size distributions (or the other way around).
On the within creeks level the change in D50 size is used as an indicator of fining (or
coarsening), together with D16 and D84. All channels show a decreasing or stable trend in D 50,
except again Left Hand Creek. Left Hand Creek shows in both the mountains and the plains
coarsening in D50. Coarsening in the mountains is not a strange sequence, since differences
in local slope and lateral inputs can influence the size distribution significantly. But the
coarsening observed in the plains is odd and hard to explain. Figure 28 shows that the D50’s
in the plains are quite variable between the sampling locations and especially LH17 (second
from right) has a large confidence interval. Possibly human activity has some influence. LH16
is situated in a small residential area and LH17 and LH18 are situated in rural/agricultural
areas. Both LH17 and LH18 might have been influenced by a bridge upstream. On the other
hand, BCP flows straight through the city of Boulder and is surrounded all the way by a man
made park and bridges crossing the creek but this section of Boulder Creek does show fining
in the D50 Fraction. The only possible explanation at the moment is the difference in
discharge characteristics between Left Hand Creek and Boulder Creek.
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Figure 28-D50 (Phi) of the mountain and plains points of Left Hand Creek and the 90%
confidence intervals. In both the mountains and the plains downstream coarsening is
shown. It also shows the large variability of the D50 values in the plains and the large
confidence interval of LH17 (second point from the right).

For the smallest scale level of tributary junctions and sedimentary links Left Hand Creek and
Boulder Creek are investigated. Statistically not a lot can be proven. For LH only in one
sedimentary link fining is found. Also in Boulder Creek only one of the two links shows fining.
This might indicate that lateral inputs from for example hill slope processes have a large
influence. Tributary junctions do not show a direct coarsening of the channel bed material,
except for the junction of James Creek with Left Hand Creek. One reason for the absence of
this effect might be that, although no coarsening is observed, for three out of the four that
show no coarsening also no fining is shown over the junction. This could possibly be the
influence of the tributary input: it disrupts the fining sequence, but only to the extent that
fining stops and not to the more extreme case that coarsening is happening. Another
explanation for the absence of coarsening could be that the sedimentary input is relatively
fine and easy to transport and therefore no coarsening is observed, despite the input of a
considerable amount of extra material. Or the input and influence of extra sediment (and
water) is just not as high as expected.
The choice of whether a tributary junction is really a tributary junction is debatable.
Especially the junctions of Spring Gulch and Geer Canyon with Left Hand Creek are
debatable. These are better typed as small brooks than real creeks and have a significantly
smaller watershed than the other tributary junctions under investigation.
No statistical tests were used to answer research question 2 for individual lithologies.
Although several individual lithological input areas are identified and investigated,
the data is too limited to draw strict conclusions or derive reliable fining rates. Differences in
environmental conditions can play a large role in the observed fining rates.
Granite is investigated three times. In Boulder Creek a clear fining is shown. In South
Boulder Creek a slight decrease in D50 is debatable. In Left Hand Creek coarsening occurs. In
the three rivers the analysis was done around the mountain front and in the plains. It shows
that there is not a uniform rule concerning downstream fining of granite just solely based on
its distance from the source area. Other factors most likely play a larger role (eg. channel
properties like slope, width and discharge characteristics). It is therefore better to only
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compare lithologies in the same channel along roughly the same channel section. This results
in comparing granite and quartzite in South Boulder Creek: quartzite has a stronger fining
rate than granite. And in comparing volcanic and metamorphic rocks in Fourmile Creek:
Volcanic has a stronger fining rate than metamorphic rocks. In both Boulder Creek and Left
Hand Creek the investigated lithologies are situated in different parts of the channel and are
therefore not up for comparison.
Moreover, the fining (or coarsening) in volcanic rocks investigated in Left Hand Creek
are proven to be very sensible to one input more or less. This is just an example to show that
the data set is rather limited in terms of number of locations that are up for investigation in
this research question.
This shows the data is too limited to draw any real conclusions about differences in
fining rates for different lithologies and to produce reliable quantitative fining rates. The
only information the data does give is that, except for Left Hand Creek, fining occurs in all
lithologies. This is a setback since we are not able to quantify the influence and contribution
of individual lithologies on the channel bed composition, which could have helped
understanding the channel bed composition better.
Our results confirm what Rengers and Wohl (2007) have found in a tropical mountain river in
Panama: downstream fining is observed on the regional scale, but not on the local scale of
sedimentary link. Rice and Church (1998) found the exact opposite in two gravel bed rivers in
Canada. They did not find downstream fining on the regional scale (100km), which they
attributed to lateral inputs along the whole reach of the river. Contrary to our study and the
study by Rengers and Wohl (2007) they did observe fining sequences within sedimentary
links. They state that the rivers they have investigated do have distinct sedimentary links
defined by clear locations of lateral input by tributary junctions and there is apparently not
that much influence of hill slope processes in between these tributary junctions. Since in our
study area no clear patterns within sedimentary links are found, the logical conclusion
should be that our study area significantly differs from that of Rice and Church in that we do
have significant hill slope processes. Rice and Church (1998) investigated two channels with
average channel slopes of 0.0025 and 0.0014 m/m in watersheds of approximately 2500 and
2700 km2, whereas Rengers and Wohl (2007) had an average channel slope of 0.0089 m/m
and in our study we had an average slope in the mountains in eg. Boulder Creek of 0.032
m/m. The watershed Rengers and Wohl (2007) investigated was 414 km2, Boulder Creek has
a watershed of about 500 km2 at BCP10. Furthermore they also state that: “The UCB (Upper
Chagres Basin) is prone to landslides and has hill slopes greater than 45º in 90% of the subbasin” (Rengers and Wohl, 2007, p284). Clearly the study area of Rice and Church (1998) is
much larger and has gentler slopes than the study area in our study and that of Rengers and
Wohl (2007). This explains the differences in results. We must thus conclude that in
mountainous areas with steep hill slopes no fining on the small scale occurs due to a
significant influence of hill slope processes, overruling the influence of tributary junctions,
whereas in mountains with gentler slopes fining does occur within sedimentary links. In
steep mountainous landscapes thus no sedimentary links can be defined.
Downstream coarsening, like found by eg. Mureşan (2009), did only occur in Left Hand
Creek. Mureşan (2009) attributed this to the lithological composition of the local upstream
watershed. It is interesting to note that the watershed of Left Hand Creek shows many
transitions between geological units, mainly between granitic and metamorphic units (Figure
16). This might be a cause for the downstream coarsening observed in this channel, but how
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this process would work is as of yet unclear but it might have something to do with different
physical properties between granitic and metamorphic lithologies.
Although research by McPherson (1971) indicated a strong relation between lithology
and grain sizes, this study can neither confirm nor refute these findings. Fining is shown to
occur within all lithology types and for some with a relatively strong correlation coefficient
(Table 7). But based on this data no conclusions can be drawn on general fining rates per
lithology since fining rates differ significantly between creeks and within lithology classes.
Rengers and Wohl (2007) did not observe a significant difference between fining rates of
mafic and felsic material. For the same reason as give above this study can neither confirm
nor refute this. This study has thus failed in determining the effect of a specific lithology on
the grain sizes of the channel bed material.

7.4 Sorting
-

Is there downstream sorting and on which scales?

For the same reasons as with the downstream fining analysis (research question 2), it is
debatable whether it is right to group and compare sampling locations in different creeks
(mountains vs plains). The results on the largest scale show no sorting effect in the
mountains. This is logical since strong lateral inputs in the mountains are expected that add
sedimentary debris to the creeks, which inhibits the effect of sorting. In the plains sorting is
shown. This is also according to the theory. Because of a lack of new (lateral) inputs, sorting
processes will not be hindered and thus selective transport results in better sorting of the
channel bed material.
The within channel analysis shows the same sequence (except the plains of Left Hand
Creek): in the mountains either no sorting effect is observed or sorting gets worse going
downstream and in the plains (SBC and BCP) sorting does happen. Again Left Hand Creek
shows strange behaviour: in the plains no increase in sorting is observed, but a decrease.
Again no obvious explanation is available for this phenomenon accept for discharge
characteristics.
On the sedimentary link level in Left Hand Creek, all three links show different
behaviour, increase in sorting, stable sorting and decrease in sorting is observed. Also
Boulder Creek has both an increase in sorting as well as a stable sorting in its two
sedimentary links. All sedimentary links were in the mountains. This shows that sorting is not
something that takes place in a sedimentary link in the mountains by default. Apparently
there is a significant amount of lateral inputs besides tributary junctions, causing a
disruption of the sorting effect. Another explanation can be that the variability in discharge
inhibits the occurrence of sorting.
The analysis of the effect of tributary junctions on sorting is rather sensitive to errors.
Most of the times only the first location downstream of the junction is used in the analysis.
This is done because an effect is sought in the direct vicinity of the junction. This result in a
conclusion about the increase/decrease/stability of sorting based on just one sampling
location.
The results show both decreases and increases in sorting over different tributary
junctions. This indicates that tributary junctions do not have a strong influence on the
sorting of the channel bed material, despite the input of extra sediment and/or extra
discharge.
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Rengers and Wohl (2007) did not find sorting on the smallest scale either. Only on the
regional scale, just like we did in Boulder Creek and South Boulder Creek.

7.5 Limitations
Field survey
The sampling locations were spaced on rather regular intervals. However in the choice of the
exact sampling location the accessibility of the channel bank and the channel itself played an
important role. Since steep parts of the channel with high flow velocities were seldom
accessible, these parts of the channel have been under sampled. There is thus an expected
bias towards parts of the channel with a gentle current and good accessibility, resulting in a
higher probability of sampling finer materials. This automatically leads to an under sampling
of steeper, fast flowing parts of the channel where likely big boulders are situated. The more
accessible river parts are more likely to be wider so also the channel width measurement is
expected to have a bias towards wider parts of the channel.
The pebble counts were conducted by several people, both experienced as well as
less experienced persons. This could have introduced an ‘operator bias’ (Daniels and
McCusker, 2010). Since there were several ‘operators’ who helped during the field survey
and several locations were sampled by more than one person at a time (on a few occasions
even 4 or 5 persons were sampling simultaneously), it is impossible to identify these possible
operator biases.
The measurement of the channel cross-sectional area is not always as accurate as
would be ideal. Mainly due to strong currents some locations of Boulder Creek were not
crossable and thus no measurement has been done or the channel was approached from
two sides and the depth of the faster flowing section was estimated based on depth
measurements near the edge. The same holds for some width measurements, although on a
couple of places the laser has been used to make an educated estimate of the channel
width.
At some locations strong human influences on the channel have been observed.
Examples are: bridges upstream where the water is channelled between the concrete
pillars/side walls of the bridge, roads crossing the stream, making the channel flow through
pipes underneath the road, walls along the creek sides, gardens, weirs etc. All these
constructions could have influence on the sampling data. Some clear evidence is for example
several sedimentary rocks found in the mountains far away from the sedimentary ridges at
the mountain front. According to the geological map there are no sedimentary units in the
mountains and it is likely a ‘pollution’ of the creek by for example road construction
activities or gardening.
Watershed and discharge
The watershed size is used as a substitute for discharge. This makes sense since a larger
watershed will generate more runoff and thus a larger discharge. This is however a simplistic
view on the situation because, like also stated in the background section, discharge and
discharge peaks also strongly depend on factors like orographic effects and specific
characteristics of the watershed, like topography, geology, vegetation and soil properties.
Also whether the creeks are rain water fed or melt water fed results in rather different
discharge characteristics.
Another factor that might influence the discharge characteristics are the reservoirs
sealed off by dams, situated upstream of both Boulder Creek and South Boulder Creek
(Barker Dam and Gross Dam respectively). It is possible that these dams have an influence
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on the discharge characteristics of these creeks. The dams could lower the height and
occurrence of high stream flows and peek discharges that are needed to transport certain
size boulders. Another influence of the dams might be that they capture rocks and
sediments that are transported from the upstream areas into the reservoirs and in that way
reduce the sediment influx into the creeks. Whether the data reflects any influences of the
dams is hard to tell, since there is no reference data available from before the building of the
dams.
In taking watershed size as a substitute for discharge, diversions are not taken into
account. Also the loss of water due to infiltration into the permeable subsurface of the plains
is not accounted for. This is the main reason why especially in the plains watershed size is
not a valid substitute for discharge. Field observations strongly confirm the loss of water
once the creeks enter the plains (Figure 29).
The relatively strong relation between width/cross-sectional area and watershed size
in the mountains (R2=0.65/0.62) is a sign that, despite the numerous possible drawbacks, in
the mountains watershed size might indeed be a valid substitute for discharge.

Figure 29-LH3 on the left, LH16 on the right. LH16 is situated about 1.5km downstream
of LH3. The photos clearly illustrate the decrease in discharge once the creeks enter the
plains. In this case both diversions and infiltration are suspected to be the main cause.

Channel slope
The channel slope does not show smooth trends, especially not in the mountains. This is
caused by different factors.
First of all channel slopes in the mountains can be very variable on short ranges of
several tens of meters due to for example a step-pool profile. This means there are relatively
quiet, flat pools interspersed with steps, which are steep and fast flowing rapids (Church,
2006). Figure 30 illustrates the difference in geometry of Boulder Creek between the
mountains and the plains. It is therefore that the location and distance over which the slope
is measured can influence the local slope measurement. Distances over which the slope
measurements were done varied between 8 and 33 meters. It is evident that slope
measurement over a short distance will generate more variable slopes than measurements
over large distances, smoothening out local variability and extremes in slope. For some
locations local circumstances, like overhanging trees or steep bends in the channel, made it
impossible to measure over large distances. In the plains the slopes are much lower, as can
be expected from the geographic setting and is also shown by the channel profiles. Step-pool
sequences are almost absent here and thus the channel slope is less variable over short
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distances (Figure 30). The slope measurements can thus be assumed to be a correct
representation of the channel slope in the plains.

Figure 30-Sampling location BCM8 in Boulder Creek on the left, illustrating the step-pool
river type in the mountains (clearly visible at the right is a steep step followed by a pool).
On the right sampling location BCP10, illustrating the absence of large variability in
channel slope in the plains. The arrows indicate stream direction.

D50: median grain size as overall size indication
The median grain size is taken as a measure to characterize the size distribution for a
sampling location. The failure in this method is that D 50 does not incorporate any measure of
spread in the sample. This is why also D16 and D84 are looked at and why sorting is
investigated. D50 does give an indication, but is by no means a solid representation of the
channel bed material.
Bootstrapping has been used to investigate how reliable the measured D 50’s are. In
this case a 90% confidence interval is used with 1000 repetitions per location. With a few
exceptions, the bootstrapping does not show any exceptional variable possible outcomes.
Most of the confidence intervals consists of no more than one size class up and down. This
indicates that the measured D50’s are in general quite solid.
Geological map
According to the used geological map the upstream part of Fourmile Creek almost
exclusively consists out of metamorphic lithologies. However, at for example FM11 almost
half of the channel bed material consists out of granite (count=47, percentage in watershed
= 0.2%). This could indicate that the geological map used in the analysis lacks detail. Another
possibility is that the granite comes from underneath the metamorphic rocks (either natural
or due to human activities like mining) and that the geological map only shows one
geological unit, in this case metamorphic. One way or another, it still means the geological
map lacks detail in at least this part of the study area. Other creeks did not show such clear
evidence, but that does not mean lack of detail in the geological map is not present in their
watersheds as well.
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7.6 Future Research
For future research a couple of recommendations can be given based on the findings in this
study.
Our results emphasize that lateral inputs are a major component in determining the channel
bed composition in steep mountainous areas and should therefore be considered when
modelling channel beds in these types of areas. This puts a critical note at the findings by
e.g. Gasparini et al. (2004), who did a modelling study on downstream fining and concluded
that fining occurs under various conditions. They did not take into account lateral inputs,
which they should when modelling bed material in steep mountainous areas. The results
also show that with an absence of lateral inputs the creeks do behave according to general
fluvial processes concerning fining and sorting (except for Left Hand Creek) and in that case
the models of eg. Gasparini et al. (2004) might in fact show realistic behaviour. Nevertheless,
future research should focus on implementing lateral processes in grain size distribution
models.
To investigate relations between channel width/cross-sectional area and slope in mountain
streams, it is recommended to measure the cross profile on several locations along a
sampling location. This way not only the location of the pebble count is covered but the
whole reach over which slope is measured. This should be done in such a way that both
small as wide parts of the channel along which the slope is measured are represented.
Possibly this will result in data which better shows relations with the measured slope.
To confirm or refute the hypothesis that increase in watershed size and a decrease in local
inputs results in a channel bed composition that is a better representation of the lithological
composition of the total watershed, measurement should be done even farther out in the
plains. This way it can be shown whether this is a local feature only occurring relatively close
to the mountain front or also farther into the plains.
To investigate the influence of tributary junctions it is recommended to do measurements
on the actual inputs of these tributaries to the main channel. This could be done for instance
by installing sediment traps to measure sediment transport rates. Also more densely spaced
sampling locations around a tributary junction could provide more information because in
this study only one location downstream of a junction is used to draw conclusions, making it
sensitive to errors.
To get a better insight in the behaviour of individual lithologies it might be feasible to
expand the study area to more streams draining this part of the Front Range (e.g. Clear
Creek and St. Vrain River). Also more densely spaced sampling locations downstream of an
isolated input region could provide more reliable fining rates.
The advances in digital imagery as a means of conducting pebble counts is an area which
provides possibilities for future surveys. It can reduce the time needed to sample a location
and will also eliminated possible operator biases (Chung and Chang, 2013). The counts will
therefore be more accurate and more locations can be sampled in the same amount of time.
However, lithological determination of the bed material is currently not possible yet with
automated image analyses.
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The floods in the Front Range of September 2013 provide new opportunities for research.
Currently a resampling of the area is being conducted. The results of this new survey will
give more information on how the creeks have reacted to this 100 year discharge event. The
data from this study and data from the resampling can provide insight in questions like:
-

How do large floods influence channel geometry?
How do large floods influence grain size distributions in the channel bed?
Does the lithological compositions of the channel bed change due to large floods?
Is there an increase in local inputs in the channel bed due to large floods?
How representative is the data in this study for the state of the channel over the last
couple of decades/centuries/millennia?
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8

Conclusions

The objective of this study was to relate grain sizes and lithology of the channel bed material
to the position in the watershed and to fluvial processes. The research questions that were
investigated to achieve the objective are:
-

What is the relation between watershed lithology and the lithological composition
of the channel bed material?

-

Is there downstream fining for all channel material and/or individual lithologies
and on which scales?

-

Is there downstream sorting and on which scales?

The answer to the first research question is that the lithological composition of the channel
bed is a combination of both regional and local watershed lithology. This study shows a
statistical relation in which an increase in watershed size results in a better lithological
representation in the channel bed material of the lithological composition of the total
watershed. Local lithological influences are also shown and are related to hill slope
processes.
Downstream fining is shown to occur on the large scale from mountains to plains in all
creeks except for Left Hand Creek. Also on the within creek scale fining is shown to occur in
both the mountains and the plains in D50. However, in the mountains predominantly
coarsening occurs in D84. In the plains fining occurs in D84 in all channels. The coarsening and
fining in D16 is more variable on this scale. Just like on the largest scale level Left Hand Creek
shows behaviour contrary to the other channels with coarsening in D 50 in both the
mountains and the plains.
The smallest scale level shows either fining or no change in sizes in sedimentary links.
No clear influence of tributary junctions is shown.
Downstream fining is shown to occur for all investigated lithologies except for those
in Left Hand Creek. However, although fining rates are shown, reliable quantitative fining
rates cannot be produced and comparison in fining between different lithologies are not
possible with the current data because of differing environmental conditions between the
investigated channel sections and a limited amount of sampling locations.
Sorting is shown to take place on the largest scale in the plains for both South Boulder Creek
and Boulder Creek. Left Hand Creek shows a decrease of sorting in the plains. In the
mountains no sorting effect is shown, in fact even downstream mixing has been shown for
some creeks. On the smallest scale level no clear sorting effects are shown in sedimentary
links and no clear influences of tributary junctions on sorting are shown.
The study shows that in general Boulder Creek and South Boulder Creek show similar
behaviour concerning downstream fining and sorting. Left Hand Creek shows different
behaviour. Possibly this has to do with the discharge characteristics of the different rivers.
Boulder Creek and South Boulder Creek are melt- and rainwater fed whereas Left Hand
Creek is mainly just rainwater fed.
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The study shows that although the investigated creeks are situated in the same geographical
region of the Front Range, this is not a reason for the channels to show similar behaviour in
transport processes. Local lateral inputs by hill slope processes are shown to be significant in
the mountainous areas and are likely the cause for the absence of sorting in the mountains.
Comparison with other studies leads to the conclusion that lateral inputs from hill slope
processes are related to the steepness of the hill slopes and that in areas with steep hill
slopes the influence of tributary junctions on the size distribution of the channel bed
material is overruled by the influence of hill slope processes. In steep mountainous
landscapes thus no sedimentary links can be defined. Unfortunately the individual lithology
analysis was not successful. This would have given an even better insight in the behaviour of
the channel bed material. Individual lithological properties are possibly a determining factor
in explaining the results found for the other research questions.
The main conclusion of this study is that in steep mountainous areas lateral inputs from hill
slope processes have a significant impact on the composition of the channel bed material
and disrupt basic fluvial processes like downwards sorting. Channel sections without lateral
inputs on the other hand do show behaviour predicted by general fluvial processes. The
discharge characteristics of a channel might have a large influence on the downstream
evolution of the channel bed material and therefore deserves a closer investigation.
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Appendix I – Chi-Squared test results
The table below shows the test results for hypothesis 1.1. The table shows both the
uncorrected and corrected χ2 values and degrees of freedom (df). Also the results of the
binomial z-test are presented.
The colours indicate the interpretation based on a 95% confidence interval:
- Green: Accepted
- Red: Rejected
- Blue: Rejected based on Expected = 0
- Purple: No result because Observed = 0
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95% confidence
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Appendix II – 7 Graphs comparing lithological contributions
On the next page seven graphs are shown of three creeks (Boulder Creek, Left Hand Creek
and Fourmile Creek). Each graph shows for each location along a creek the percentage of a
certain lithology in the channel bed, the local watershed (local hills slope) and in the total
watershed. Blue diamonds are the percentage in the channel bed. Red squares are the
percentages in the total watershed. Green triangles are the percentages in the local
watershed. On the X-axis the distance to the mountain front is indicated in kilometres. On
the Y-axis the percentages are indicated.
Almost all the time the channel bed percentage is in between the local and total
watershed percentage. This shows the influence of the presence or absence of local lithology
on the channel bed composition. This serves as proof for the hypothesis that the lithological
composition of the channel bed is a combination of local and regional lithologies.
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Appendix III – RQ2: smallest scale level results
Left Hand Creek:
LH15-12:

LH12-1-11:

LH1-8:

The Mann-Whitney U test only shows LH15 to be significantly different from
the other locations with finer material. The other locations do not differ
significantly and thus a clear downstream fining sequence cannot be proven.
The Mann-Whitney U test shows that LH1 is significantly different from the
other points with smaller particle sizes, but that LH12 and LH11 do not differ
from each other. Considering that LH1 is a ‘special’ location due to its very
low slope, no clear influence of the tributary junction on a possible fining
sequence can be proven.
The Mann-Whitney U test gives the results shown in Table 10. LH1 seems to
be an outlier an is left out of the following analysis. The cumulative size
distributions show LH11 and LH10 tend to have larger grain sizes than LH9
and LH8. Table 10 shows that only LH10 and LH8 differ significantly, but also
that the difference between LH11 and LH9-8 increases going from LH9 to LH8
(P-value gets closer to zero). Although this is not statistically significant at the
95% confidence level, it suggests downstream fining.

Table 10-Results Mann-Whitney U test for LH1-LH8, expressed in P-values. Green
indicates no statistical significant difference on the α=0.05 confidence interval. Red
indicates a significant difference.

P-value

LH11

LH10

LH1

0.00007

<0.00001 0.002049 0.009404

LH11

0.152144 0.04175

LH9

LH7-3:
LH4-3-2:

LH8

0.468452 0.455667 0.189183

LH10

LH9-8-7:

LH9

0.593342

The Mann-Whitney U test indicates no significant difference between LH9 and
LH8, but does indicate that LH7 has coarser material than LH9-8 that are
situated above the junction. This suggests an influence of the junction on the
bed size distribution.
Statistically no downstream fining or coarsening is proven.
The Mann-Whitney U test shows there is a statistically significant difference
between LH2 and LH4-3. The sizes at LH2 are smaller. There is thus a
downstream fining, which leads to the conclusion that this tributary junction
does not influence the size distribution.

Boulder Creek:
BCM10-7:

From BCM9 to BCM7 a fining sequence is shown by the cumulative size
distribution. BCM10 has more finer particles than BCM9-8. The MannWhitney U test shows that the difference between BCM9 and BCM7 is
statistically significant and indicates a fining sequence.
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NBC4-BCM7-6: The cumulative size distribution does not show any large differences
between the three points around the tributary junction. The Mann-Whitney U
test confirms the absence of any significant differences.
BCM6-2:
The Mann-Whitney U test does not indicate statistically significant differences
between the size distributions. The P-values do however indicate that BCM2
has finer grain sizes than the other locations, but this cannot be proven with
statistical significance.
FM1-BCM2-1: The cumulative size distribution indicates a coarsening in the finer fractions
going from FM1 and BCM2 to BCM1. Statistically it can only be proven that
FM1 has finer particles than the other two locations. Coarsening is observed
in the cumulative distribution, but it cannot be statistically proven since BCM2
cannot be proven to be finer than BCM1.
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